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Alexis Anne Bennett
Abstract:
This research examines practices that achieve an urban fabric unique
to its cultural heritage by promoting innovation in local building
industries while embracing notions of urban livability. Prevailing urban
livability theorists argue that built form is a physical manifestation of
the expression of culture and agree that cultural heritage is important
to a community's sustainability and identity. The central hypothesis is
that "Quality" in the built environment in Bhutan is accomplished
only by employing traditional building practices. "Quality", as defined
here, is achieved when two factors are satisfied: 1) the construction is
equal to or above established standards and, 2) the construction practice
possesses the distinct characteristics of the culture. This hypothesis is
tested through five case studies of current buildings in urban centers
and through various discussions with design professionals, construction
practitioners, government officials and others in Thimphu, Bhutan.
The Royal Government of Bhutan is at the forefront of cultural
heritage initiatives and has been celebrated for its progressive Gross
National Happiness (GNH) development vision, a document that
articulates the criteria for defining the distinct characteristics of the
Bhutanese culture. However, the government has been challenged to
implement this vision while facing the rapid development of its nascent
urban centers. As part of the conclusion, the thesis proposes the
establishment of a research institute, The Housing Research Institute
of Bhutan, for the study of responsible building practices in support
of GNH. The mission would be to inform design, development and
construction processes formulated from the collection and
dissemination of information, promotion of knowledge exchange,
and support of research on materials, regulation, management and
design through building demonstration projects. The institute will act
as a conduit for the convergence of information and priorities between
industry, contractors, government agencies and the public.
Thesis Supervisor: Dennis Frenchman
Professor of the Practice of Urban Design,
Head of City Design and Development
Reader: John Fernandez
Assistant Professor of Building Technology
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Foreword
In June 2001, the Ministry of Communications of the Kingdom of
Bhutan hosted an urban management course for the country's urban
planners, architects and engineers, organized by the World Bank
Institute and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. During the
two-week course participants discussed and debated the urban
development decisions that the country will face as Bhutan continues
to urbanize. Government employees began to question their ability to
meet and achieve the Royal Government of Bhutan's cultural heritage
preservation goals, particularly in the face of increasing urbanization
pressures. This forward provides background information for three
urban planning theses that examine this meta-question through three
different but interconnected sub-topics: agricultural landscape,
traditional settlements, and building technologies.
Figure 0.1, Larger Regional Context
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Physical and Cultural Geography
Located in the Himalayan Range, Bhutan- the Land of the Thunder
Dragon - is the last practicing Mahayana Buddhist kingdom in the
world. Bordered by Tibet (China) to the North, Sikkim to the West,
Arunachal Pradesh and Assam to the East (all annexed by India) and
India to the south, Bhutan stands alone with Nepal as the last
independent kingdoms in the region. Sometimes referred to, as a
Shangri-la, Bhutan's early history is replete with mystical stories of
ghosts and spirits. Even today, the mythology surrounding the people's
conversion to Buddhism is included in children's schoolbooks, dictates
the country's most sacred places, and shapes the government's
organization and development priorities.
Approximately the size of Switzerland, the country's landscape is a
series of mountain ranges and valleys, with rivers flowing out of the
Himalayas southward toward Bangladesh. The scenery is dramatic and
breathtaking. The people's relationship with the landscape is essential
to their identity. The belief that spirits live in the land, trees, rocks,
water and mountains as part of the karmic cycle of life, connects the
environment to the Bhutanese culture
Rivers of glacial runoff and tributaries feed the rice fields that farmers
arduously converted from forest to networks of irrigated terraces. The
-.....-.....-......",........ ..........-,-, .................- .........,,...,,......,.,.,....,,,..,...,.,,...,........... position of the village clusters,
ranging in size from 5-20
farmhouses, reveals the
traditional symbiotic relationship
with the land. The materials used
and construction methods
employed convey centuries of
tradition passed from one
generation to another, The
houses are as much a part of the
landscape as the trees, rice
paddies, prayer flags and
waterways.
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Figure 0.3 The rice fields eventually meet the forest that continues up the side of
the mountains. This is only true some places so may be best to leave
out. While some valleys are wide enough to support significant farming
endeavors, the Thimphu valley is comparatively narrow. As the valley
urbanizes, the conflicting pressure for agriculture and development
lands grows.
!
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Although Bhutan has been isolated from the rest of the world, its
position within the Himalayan borderlands became a source of
territorial dispute between India and China. In the 1950s Chinese maps
showed a significant amount of Bhutanese territory marked as Chinese
controlled lands.' Until the 1960's, Bhutan's mountainous landscape
and limited roads kept the population isolated. Faced with mounting
pressure from the Tibetan plateau (Tibet had just fallen to China after
an extended struggle) and watching India swallow up Ladakh, Sikkim
and Assam, His Royal Highness KingJigme Dorji Wangchuck opened
the country's doors to world, encouraged domestic modernization,
and promoted political and economic support from India,"
History of the People and the Religion
The Bhutanese are known as the Druk people. This name comes from
the Druk (dragon) monastery founded in Tibet in 1108 by Lama
Tsangpa Gyare Yeshe Dorji.' Druk refers to the thunder dragons the
Lama heard in the sky as he searched for a place to establish the
monastery. The followers of this monastery became known as the
Drukpa Kagyu, a branch of tantric Mahayana Buddhism. Constant
persecution by other sects forced generations of lamas to flee Tibet
and set up branches in western Bhutan. The lamas became the de
facto leaders of western Bhutan, while the isolated valleys to the east
and central regions remained independent feudal states." Between the
13th and 16th century, Drukpa Kagyu spread throughout Bhutan giving
the country a separate religious
identity!
Figure 1.4
In the middle of the 17th century,
Lama Ngawang Namgyal
consolidated political authority
under the Drukpa sect. Drukpa
became the state religion and
Ngawang Namgyal became the
first incarnate of the Shabdrung
Rinpoche (precious Jewel at Whose
Feet One Prostrates)." The
S habdrung, whose lineage ruled
until the turn of the 20th Century,
were the spiritual and temporal rulers of Drug Yul, Bhutan. Rival
Buddhist sects constantly challenged the Shabdrung's rule, which led to
persistent warring within the country and against Tibetan clans. In
order to preserve its sovereignty claims, the Shabdrungrealized Bhutan
needed to differentiate itself from Tibet. He created many of the
customs (national dress), traditions (codified religious teachings) and
ceremonies (the tsechu festival) in a conscious effort to construct a
unique cultural identity for the country. The code of laws and taxes
that he created, which included in kind payment of wheat, rice, clothing,
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Figure 0.6
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etc. and compulsory labor, lasted until 1956 when the Third King
abolished the practices.
The first S habdrung also created the system of Cboesi that separated the
administrative and religious functions of the country. The Shabdrung
served as the spiritual leader and the Je Khenpo held the post of chief
abbot and head of monastic functions. An elected Desi was responsible
for political, administrative and foreign affairs. The Shabdrung also
organized the unified territory into several administrative regions, each
with a Penlop (governor) and a chief lama. The Penlop and Lama ruled
from the regional Dzong, a defensive fortress that housed the monastic
body and administrative facilities. The territorial structure that
combined civil, religious and defensive functions remains the
foundation of the Kingdom's administrative organization.
Gross National Happiness
"Gross National Happiness is more important than Gross
National Product."
- His Majesty the King
The guiding principle for the growth and development of the Kingdom
is a concept developed by His Majesty the King, Gross National
Happiness (GNH). The King does not believe that Gross National
Product or Gross Domestic Product is an appropriate; or healthy
measurement of the well being of a nation. With GNH, ~appiness is
the ultimate goal and economic sacrifices are made in order to achieve
this gain. The Royal Government of Bhutan (RGOB) believes that if
the development goal is purely. economic growth, resources will be
wasted in order to achieve certain numerical targets, which destabilizes
Bhutan's long-term sustainability. An example of their ability to make
trade-offs, is the decision to keep 60% of the country under forest
cover, protected from logging.
Gross National Happiness has been made the basic tenet of progress
in Bhutan? and embraces the value of spiritual happiness in the overall
development of the country. "Gross National Happiness rejects the
notion that there is a direct and unambiguous relationship between
wealth and happiness. If such a relationship existed, it would follow
that those in the richest countries should be the happiest in the world?"
The main national objective is to "achieve a balanced and sustainable
development of human settlements, provision of basic infrastructure,
conservation of environmental character and culture, and provision
of affordable and climatically suitable housing for all"?
As stated in Bhutan 2020, the country's development vision and
blueprint, cultural heritage must continue to be measured in "dynamic
and development-oriented ways" to "ensure that it maintains relevance
as a source of values and inspiration for a society in transformation.'?"
Government leaders proclaim that cultural heritage cushion against
the negative impacts of modernization, serving as guideposts for the
country's social philosophy, identity, and spirituality." This ability to
selectively assimilate new ideas into an existing value system is one of
the primary reasons Bhutan preserved its individuality.V
The four principles of GNH: economic self-reliance, environmental
preservation, cultural promotion, and good governance, are aligned
with the nation's most coveted directive: national sovereignty. This
alliance is a unique lens through which to view these principles as
compared to other countries. Critique of the GNH policy enunciating
these principles can be perceived as a criticism of national sovereignty
itself. The correlation of development principles to sovereignty
complicates decision-making and adds a layer of complexity to the
dialogue aimed at discovering the best practices to achieve the directives.
Nonetheless, the country continues to push forward policies directed
by these inspiring principles that could be further.improved through
open dialogue.
Bhutan Today
Until recently, the country
survived off subsistence
agriculture. Although slow to
change, these policies had a
gradual effect on the Bhutanese
way of life." Today, 700,000
Bhutanese are feeling the effects
of those decisions at an
accelerating rate. Bhutan is
becoming a victim of its own
policy successes; people are living
longer and have greater access to
health care and education. For example, 42% of the population is
under the age of 14 and 530/0 between 15 and 64.14 In 1997,
approximately 90,000 children were in school, but within 3 years, the
government had managed to enroll additional 15,000 students." Towns
and cities are emerging for the first time growing at a rate of 10% per
annum. 16 Only 5.3% of the country was urban in 1990, whereas in
2000, 21% was urban. 17
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In an effort to consolidate power, in 1951 the King made the village
of Thimphu the Capital of the Kingdom. The relocation all of Bhutan's
administrative functions created predictable demographic changes.
Thimphu quickly grew into the country's largest city.The rapid cultural
and economic transformations occurring throughout the country, but
particularly in the nation's capital have caught the concerned and
watchful eye of the leaders.
The forces affecting Thimphu are not uniform. Although agriculture
continues to dominate the economy, accounting for 37% of the GDP
in 1999, the combination of higher birth rates and longer life spans
are creating a lack of sustainable rural settlements, forcing people to
look for new means of income." 40-year success of education policy
has had its positive and negative impacts. 19 In reality, only a small
percentage of these people qualify for higher education government
scholarships, leaving those with minimal skills or with unacceptable
ethnic backgrounds trapped in a no man's land of economic
development. Excluded from the highly coveted public sector jobs
and unwilling to consider traditional handicraft, construction or
agriculture work, these recent migrants struggle to capture the limited
private sector jobs in trade, tourism and the service industry.'" In
addition, the recent arrival of TV and the Internet has exposed the
population to new ideas of "urban life" acting as a magnet for people
in the countryside to the town.
Despite the strongly articulated vision, a closer study reveals many
contradictions. The Kingdom preaches the development of a
Bhutanese identity and makes gestures toward the need to recognize
their ethnic diversity. However, they have systematically prejudiced
against Indian and Nepali minorities as well as Tibetan refugees.
Everyone is required to wear his or her national dress. Despite these
requirements, shops are filled with jeans and shoes of the latest style
imported from India. Most of the traditional fabrics are in fact
produced in Indian textile mills and imported to the country. What
becomes apparent is that development priorities are often not
connected to the realities of the urbanism.
In an effort to take control of the development of the Capital and
realign the vision with reality, the Department of Urban Development
and Housing hired a foreign consultant to develop a comprehensive
structure plan for the Thimphu valley. Once completed, the plan will
serve as the vehicle through which the government addresses cultural
heritage concerns as they relate to the growth of the city.
This forward provides background information to three theses
developed in coordination to address how the Royal Government of
Bhutan can preserve cultural heritage in the face of increasing
urbanization pressures. Examined through three lenses, the theses
consider cultural heritage with regard to the historic agricultural
landscape and urban development, traditional settlement clusters in
urban environments and the quality of time-honored building
technologies.
Figure 0.10
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This research is one of three
endeavors to explore the relationship
between Bhutan's national vision and
current practices. In the other two
theses, R. Dudley explores the
heritage landscapes and R. Loeb
formulates cultural conservation
strategies. The following is the
investigation of alternative practices
to achieve construction quality. The
three theses are ultimately combined
into a comprehensive report, Urban
Bhutan.
Figure 1.1
Chapter 1
Introduction
How can the Royal Government of Bhutan improve practices to
build urban housing that reflects the contemporary residents'
aspirations and cultural heritage? The premise of this thesis is that
the traditional built environment is an invaluable expression of culture
and that the practices established to construct the environment are
central to that effect. I will argue that when a building practice becomes
fully"Bhutanized",l it will possess "Quality". "Quality" in this sense
encompasses two essential ideas: 1) Buildings that are equal or superior
in construction to a culture's customary practice, and 2) Buildings
that express a culture's distinguishing characteristics. Minimum levels
of quality are defined by a society's "standards", while the guiding
principles of quality are established by a society'S "vision."
17
Figure 1.2 Historic Farmhouse
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In the context of Bhutan, the
vision has been outlined by His
Majesty the King, Jigme Singye
Wangchuck in the articulation of
a national vision of striving for
"Gross National Happiness",
that is equal in importance to the
more common development
measure of increasing "Gross
National Product". The unique
Bhutanese vision encompasses
four guiding principles: economic
self-sufficiency, environmental
preservation, good governance
and cultural promotion.
The quality of building construction - the two measures identified
above - relate closely to "tradition" 2 - the patterns of thought and
practice transferred by a culture through time. In the context of this
research, the established pattern is the observed standards for quality
and the transfer of the essential elements to guide future generations
is the Gross National Happiness (GNH) development vision. As noted
by Stefan Priesner", GNH is a unique development approach that
comes from Bhutan's "translation of cultural and social consciousness
into development priorities.'?' As development was underway for a
modern Bhutan, His Majesty the King found economic development
measures overshadow the most precious make-up of societies,
happiness. The GNH vision was established to ensure the foundations
of traditional customs that have brought the Bhutanese happiness for
generations would continue to guide new practices. Prevailing urban
theorists argue that built form is a physical manifestation of expression
of culture and agree that cultural heritage is important to a community's
sustainability and identity. I argue that if this is achieved, the quality
of the environment will be at its optimum.
Objectives
The objective of the thesis is to examine how practices can set forth
'quality' housing in Bhutan's nascent urban centers. The thesis argues
that the current construction practices of the government and single-
homebuilders are inconsistent with the targets envisioned in national
goals. In other words, current urban building practices compromise
the guiding principles of economic self-sufficiency, environmental
preservation, good governance and their ability to create a built
environment that reflects the unique character of the Bhutanese
heritage.
Bhutan envisions a balanced approach to development, seeking to align
development goals according to its ability to absorb change without
creating social alienation or excessive economic inequality. 5 To achieve
these goals in the built environment, a closer connection between policy
decision-making and the management strategies to implement those
aims needs to be purposeful. An essential component of that aim will
be the communication and information dissemination strategies that
interconnect stakeholders in both the private and public sectors. Rapid
development has positioned the government to look for products and
knowledge that were not yet available in the national context.
Nonetheless, current practitioners and professionals should not
overlook opportunities within locally available resources to enrich the
material, tool and knowledge palette of construction processes.
The Bhutanese note their unique opportunity to learn from international
development since the transition from an agrarian society to modern
governance has occurred in the last four decades. With 'green'
development as the focus of mature housing industries, Bhutan can
absorb best practices learned from appropriate precedent. As learning
from precedent is an expressed tool that the Bhutanese want to employ
in practice I chose to introduce three private organizations who have
been instrumental in initiating innovation and improvement to the
housing industry. They are represent different time periods, socio-
economic conditions, but each were self sustainable and effective. These
precedents are the foundation for the proposal, The Housing Research
Institute in Bhutan, that resulted from the research to facilitate the
efforts to improve quality in construction.
Much has been written about Bhutan's development approach guided
by the historic practices of Tantric Mahayana Buddhism as being
progressive, unique to their context and effective. Yet, there has been
little examination of the Bhutanese struggle to turn their goals and
visions into effective actions and produce results on the ground. Many
of the policies are implemented through punitive regulations that just
don't seem to be effective. For instance, lack of incentives and perceived
high-risk discourages the kind of private-sector real estate industry
that Bhutan's Department of Urban Development and Housing seeks.
There are numerous examples of good practices occurring in the
current government that can offer valuable lessons to other agencies.
For example, the Ministry of Health and Education has partnered with
a projected team of practitioners, international agencies and
professionals to successfully employ a collaborative practice to build a
standardized National School building (Case Study No.3). As a result
the construction reflects spirit of traditional architecture, has
successfully improved affordability constraints, maximizes the use of
national resources and the prototype has been replicated throughout
the country.
.......
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The research begins in Chapter Two with five case studies of current
construction practices in Bhutan's urban centers. This includes four
houses built with different methods and the standardized national
school. The cases begin with a brief description the construction
characteristics and conclusions. This is followed by factors of planning
and regulation, tools, materials, economic factors and life-style choices
that influenced the buildings. Each case concludes with an analysis
that evaluates how the building aligns with the four guiding principles
and the extent to which the project offered insight to improve standards.
The success of each practice is measured in comparison to the others.
As there are five case studies, the project ranked 1 is the best and 5 is
the worst. Although this is a simple application of performance
measurements, it begins to tell the story of construction practices in
Bhutan while provoking further discussion on other models of
measurement that are outside the scope of the research.
Chapter Three is the synthesis of the discussions with Bhutanese and
foreign professionals and practitioners during my field research in
Bhutan," The discussions began with the question, ''What barriers do
you currently face in practice that inhibit full attainment of the four
guiding principles of GNH development vision and what practices
are found to be successful". The findings are the expressed challenges
and causes they noted in their practice. The conclusions of the field
research are a summary of causes I concluded are the most pressing.
Last, future directions are offered as a place for discussion to spring
from as next steps are determined.
In the five years I have practiced as an architect, it never ceased to
amaze me that during the course of a building or planning urban
projects, several solutions could always be identified to address the
design challenges each with their own validity and strengths. I realized
that the inevitable does not exist nor the notion of a single-best
solution. Once the team found the single best solution another quickly
came in to replace it or improve on it. As the built environment rises
from choice, it explains the great variety found even within the stature
of the Traditional Bhutanese Farmhouse.
As the Bhutanese have choice, the result of the research is a proposal
for a Housing Research Institute in Bhutan (HR!). The institute is
guided by four key functions: Collect and disseminate information,
promote knowledge exchange, conduct research in five areas of interest
(design, management, tools, materials, and regulation), and qualitative/
quantitative evaluation. The central research methodology of the
institution is to build prototype housing and to reveal assumptions by
replacing that platform to base decisions with informative data or
research ........
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The validity of this research
beyond the Bhutanese context is
that many international
practitioners in both mature and
underdeveloped contexts share a
similar mosaic of barriers. With
a population of 50,000,
Thimphu, Bhutan, is a good
study subject that is of
manageable size to identify,
interview and observe a
substantive quantity of
stakeholders and respective
building methods. Despite the
research's relevance to other
contexts, the suggested directions
are specific strategies for the
Capital City of Thimphu. Chapter Three concludes the research with
future directions which are used to inform a Urban Vision statement
that could be the mission of the Housing Research Institute. A
'Sustainable Urban Bhutan' development vision was inspired by the
discussions and suggestions of colleagues in Bhutan. The four guiding
principles suggested are the use of local resources, information
connectivity, 'reduce, reuse and recycle', and collaborative organizations.
The theme of the material presented is that practice is pivotal to
understanding product. As the Director of the Standards Quality
Control Division stated, "quality is in the process and not in the
product or service." The hypothesis of this research is rooted in that
same notion.
Research Methodology
Through discussions with stakeholders, field research observations
of five different construction practices and secondary literature, the
research explores Bhutan as a case study for the relationship of quality
in traditionally built environments. Through .the research I hope to
identify critical obstacles that cause the vision-action disconnect
between policy and implementation in Bhutan's urbanism.
The research Housing Research Institute (HRI) proposed in Chapter
Four, reflects on three precedent private initiatives (end of Chapter 3)
who have built as a central research method. As such an institution
will not have the fortune of a vast resource library to build from, the
method used to gather information on the precedents has been limited
to the World Wide Web. This is a vast resource available to
contemporary researchers and will be a critical tool for the program
of a Resource Center.
Figure 1.3, Reinforced Concrete
Housing Construction
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The next steps, following this research would be to analyze the
assumptions and information that confirm or denounce the validity
of current practices and initiatives. The issues presented are the themes
that surfaced repeatedly? in discussions with the stakeholders during
my short frame of field research. Clearly there are many other factors
for policy choices that are also influential, but they are beyond the
scope of the research.
Descriptions of Terms
Quality, tradition and standard are not used with special meaning
for the purpose of the research. It follows the Merriam- Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary and Thesaurus definitions. The only clarification
is that quality and tradition are used as nouns. As shown in the diagram
below, quality and tradition share the same definitions as used in
common language. Traditional theory also suggests similar notions.
Paul Oliver describes the "principle is the recognition that the
establishment and maintenance of a tradition requires the passing of
its essential elements from the members of a group to their
successors/" Amos Rappoport says that the "differences between types
of building in different areas are evidence of differences in culture,
ritual, way of life, and social organization, climates and landscapes
and material and technology available." In Rappoport's book, House
Forms, he goes through extensive examples to illustrate there are no
determinants in the built environment guided by traditions or standards,
that the variations found in the built environment amongst place and
culture can only be attributed to choice.
vision: GNH
The transfer. oeessentiaLelements'_&Qua Iity latedessentiaLcharacter_orJnherenlfeatures_
QualityJsJhe essentialCharacter_orJnherenLEeatures..
&.equaUo or above set standards
Tradition
The transfer of essential elements
& established or customary pattem of thought OR practice
standards: Mission
lablished_of_customarypattems ofthoughtorpractice &
atumto_measure_aboveor_below_quality
Figure 1.4. Hypothesis Concept
Diagram Q = T
Vision on the other hand is a tool used by planners and designers to
build consensus on a project, planning inititative, development strategy
or even an organization to guide decisions and be directed towards a
shared and valued goal. It can also be referred to as a mission statement.
Usually it consists of three components: 1) The mission statement, 2)
the guiding principles and 3) the targets or objectives. Gross National
Happiness is a clear Vision statement established by His Majesty the
King over a decade ago to guide the Bhutanese people in the country's
nascent development. Its mission is to continue the prosperity and
happiness the Bhutanese people have historically enjoyed through their
self-sufficient communities, inter-relationship with their majestic natural
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landscape, parental polity and commitment to practice their rich and
unique culture. Their targets for achieving this are maintaining a 60%
forest cover, 70% food seIf-sustainability, the decentralized approach
to governance, the regulation of national dress and architectural style,
and limitation of foreign tourism .
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The people of Bhutan have often introduced inventions and
innovations into their culture. This process has been most articulated
by Theirry Mathou in her use of the word Bhutanization to describe
the capacity of the people to synthesize new methods as they are
introduced to the development of Bhutan. "Bhutan has shown a
capacity to assimilate innovations, which are not harmful to its
traditions, and to transform them into something consistent with the
local system of values, which eventually becomes distinctively
Bhutanese."
The 'Indian system' is commonly used by the local practitioners to
describe management and decision-making embedded in the adoption
of imported materials, labor, regulations, administrative practice and
knowledge/ education from India professional practices and
development regulations that first began in 19609• It should be clear
that the term is used in this research a proper noun and does not have
normative connotation. I am of no position to critique the virtue of
that system itself as I have never observed Indian practice, building
construction, traveled to their cities nor am I knowledgeable of their
regulations, university pedagogy, or policy. The critique of its infiltration
into the built environment of Bhutan is only a consequence that the
Bhutanese are explicit that they do not want their built environment
to look like India.
Last, micro-industries are synonymous with cottage industry in the
context of Bhutan but also refers to the agglomeration of industry
that offers a broader set of services. For example the housing industry
or real estate industry. The former has multiple manufacturing and
service sub-industries. All micro-industries that are envisioned to follow
'green' sustainable guidelines would be developed for the context of
Bhutan.
Class I - IV Housing
Although it is not clear why these housing types are not called one,
two, or three bedroom units, the Royal Government of Bhutan has
established standards for residential unit types that relate to their
ranking standards for officers. There are more grades than class
housing. The grades range from maintenance and drivers, to
professionals, to upper-management. The Ministers do not have a Class
housing type government standard. This practice has been followed
for 20 years as it was used to also guide the prototypes for the Case
Study No.2, Prototype - UNCHS.
Class I 3 bedroom 112 sq. m. (official)
Class II 2 bedroom 75 sq. m. (professionals)
Class III 1 bedroom 47 sq. m. (administration)
Class IV 1 bedroom 30 sq. m. (support staff)
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Acronyms
Organizations, Departments and Agencies
CAB
CDB
DUDH
FDC
GNH
MoC
NITA
NCCA
NUDC
DUDH)
RGB
TCC
UNCHS
UNDP
Contractor's Association of Bhutan
Construction Development Board
Department for Urban Development and Housing
Forestry Development Corporation
Gross National Happiness
Ministry of Communications
National Technical Training Authority
National Center Cultural Affairs
National Urban Development Corporation (now
Royal Government of Bhutan
Thimphu City Corporation
United Nations Center for Housing Settlements
United Nations Development Program
Methods and Materials
CI Corrugated Iron
CMU Concrete Masonry Unit
PC Poured Concrete
RCC Reinforced Concrete Construction
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Figure 1.6. Recent Local Stone
Building, Guest House, Bhumthang
End Notes
IThe Bhutanization process is described by Thieny Mathou, as the capacity to synthesize new methods as they are introduced
to the development of Bhutan: "Bhutan has shown a capacity to assimilate innovations, which are not harmful to its
traditions, and to transform them into something consistent with the local system of values, which eventually becomes
distinctively Bhutanese."
2 Merrian-Websters On-Line Dictionary
3 Programme Officer, United Nations Development Programme, Thimphu, Bhutan.
4 Priesner, Stefan Gross National Happiness - Bhutan's Vision of Development and its Challenges.
s Bhutan 2020: A vision for Peace, Prosperity, and Happiness, Royal Government of Bhutan, Thimphu: 1999.
6 Field Research was conducted from April 6 -April 16, 2002. A full list of people interviewed is located in the bibliography.
7 Themes had to be explicitly expressed by three different stakeholders.
8 Pg 54
9 Mathou, Thieny pg. 257-258
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Figure 1.3-
Figure 1.4-
Figure 1.5-
Figure 1.6-
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Courtesy of Dennis Frenchman, 2001
Author, 2002
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Chapter 2
Case Studies
of Building in
Bhutan
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Thimphu Valley
In recent years, Bhutan has seen
a sharp rise in private local
contractors in the building
industry. This has created a
competitive construction market
in which large government
commissions are fiercely sought.
As this market gains synergy, it is
an opportune time to evaluate the
variety of building practices that
have been undertaken in the
urban centers and who has
commissioned them. As a starting
point for the thesis, five cases that
represent the variety of housing
construction methods practiced
in the urban centers have been
evaluated. These include a traditional rammed earth house, a prototype
rammed earth/composite house (UNCHS), a pre-manufactured steel
frame dwelling, a masonry project for the National Schools, and a
reinforced concrete multi-unit housing project (Changiji). Although
the National Schools project is not housing, the construction method
is not uncommon for duplex or single-family housing. Moreover the
case is presented as a model of the partnerships and collaborative
design occurring in Bhutan. Although the single-homebuilder's
preference of reinforced concrete construction is also not included as
a separate case, the Changiji project illustrates the construction type
within the larger dynamic of housing choice.
Each case is evaluated based on criteria of building character,
construction type, spatial make-up, regulations, materials, tools,
management, and economic factors. A summary of the cases is found
in the subsequent matrix. Each case will be introduced with a
description to set the context of the building practice. Provided at the
end of each case is an assessment of the building's performance as it
aligns with the four guiding principles of Gross National Happiness.
The projects are ranked from the best to worst practice in comparison
to the other four cases illustrated. As Gross National Happiness is not
quantifiable target, the evaluation only aims to qualify the merit of the
construction alignment to the national development goals.
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One of the determinants in the housing industry's pattern and
innovation is cost. The factors which impact increased cost cited by
practitioners are the transportation of imported material and labor,
traditional regulatory guidelines, retaining walls in sloped sites, the cost
of capital, and over-designed structural systems to compensate for
sub-quality materials and labor. Based on the parameters of cost, the
traditional house is the most cost-effective construction, followed by
mud brick, masonry, pre-fabricated and reinforced concrete. A cost analysis was not as part of this research
nor has one been conducted by the Department of Urban Housing in Bhutan. Yet, practitioners and
professionals both note that reinforced concrete (RCC) is the most expensive due to the dependency on
imported materials and labor. Although RCC is costly, it has a shorter construction schedule than masonry
(stones are cut on-site) and is assumed to be the best practice for three or four story buildings. It is also the
general perception of owners that the RCC building can obtain a higher rent than traditional rammed earth
dwellings.
The traditional house, which is a two story single-family construction, has been associated with high
maintenance costs and lacking modern services and conveniences. The assumption that RCC can provide
what the traditional house does not has systematically eradicated the traditional knowledge from
contemporary professionals and has relegated the traditional house to the status of an artifact of the past
and village life.
CASE STUDY MATRIX*
1
Traditional
2
Prototype
4
Standardized
5
Reinforced
Concrete
3
Manufactured
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Construaion Rammed Rammed Earth Steel Frame Masonry Reinforced
Earth Composite Concrete
Location Paro Thimphu Thimphu Thimphu Thimphu
Date Historic 1985 2001 Ongoing Under
Completed Cons truction
Parrel I Units 1 1 1 3 if Housing 12
Density (in Very low Very Low Low Medium High
context of
Bhutan)
Stories 2 plus roof 2 1 2 3
Total.Area 250 250 75 180 1125
(approx.)
Unit Sq. 120 112 75. 30 per 75
Meter classroom
(approx.)
EVALUATION SUMMARY
Gross National Happiness RatinJ!.*** 1= best &5 = worst
Case Name Traditional Prototype Pre-Fab. Standard Procured
House UNCHS Private N. Schools RCC
Economic Self 1 3 4 2 5
Suffideng
Environmental 4 1 3 2 5
Conseruation
Good 3 5 4 1 4
Governance
Cultural 4 3 2 1 5
Promotion
A1!J!.reJ!.ate 12 10 13 6 19
Best Use of Local Integration Innovation Collaborative High-Density and
Cbaraaeristic Resources of new of Material Practice scale of units
and services wI and delivered
Recyclable trad. Const. Knowledge
Worst This building Not Land Manual Imported materials,
has remained replicated or consumption Labor labor, knowledge
static improved and management
upon
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1
Traditional
2
Prototype
3
Manufactured
4
Standardized
5
Reinforced
Concrete
* See appendix for report
on regulation and planning.
management and
supervision. materials,
tools, economic and life-
style observations.
** A full program of the
building isgiven in the Case
Study Description
*** The cases are ranked in
comparison to one another.
The reasoning for the
allocated ranks is provided
at the end of each case
study.
STAKEHOLDERS
Owner Private Government Private Government Government
Developer Owner UNCHS/ Owner / Ministry of Government
NUDC Manufacture Health and
Education /
World Bank
Contractor Master UNCHS Owner Private Private - 8
Craftsman Different
Contractors
OCCllpier Owner Senior Gov. Renter - Classrooms Low Gov.
Officer Foreign Officer
REGULATION SERVICES AND MANAGEMENT
Regillafion Green Light Innovating Yes Unknown Yes
- A Fast Regulation
Track
Regulation
Traditional No -Is Innovating Yes Yes Yes
Architectural Tradition
Guidelines
Design Services Master Foreign Manufacturer Foreign Agency Foreign /
Craftsman / Agency / / Local Government
Local NUDC Professionals / Professionals
Knowledge Professionals Government
Professionals
SltpenJision Master Foreign Unknown Ministry Foreign /
Craftsman / Agency / Engineer / Government
Owner and NUDC Contractor Professionals
Community Professionals
Labor Craftsman / National Skilled / Unskilled Unskilled
Community Trainees Unskilled imported imported
imported
Construaio» Longest Long Short Long (manually Medium
Length cut stones on (curing time)
site)
FinancinJ!. Private Government Private Government Government
SYSTEMS, MATERIALS AND TOOLS
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Transportation Lowest Low High Medium Highest
Rplicated Traditional No Neighbor National Urban
Standard Standard
Tools Traditional Innovation Mechanized Manual Manual
Materials . Local by Local Priority Imported / Local / Imported /
Choices and Design / Imported Local Wood Priority of Local
Design Intent Unavailable Manufactured Cultural Aggregate
Elements Products Promotion and Wood
(also lowest
cost)
Foundations Stone RCC RCC RCC RCC
Jlruclure Bearing - Bearing - Steel Framing Bearing - Concrete -
Rammed Rammed Earth Masonry Superstructur
Earth e
Secondary Timber Masonry Plywood RCC Slabs Concrete
Slruclltre Framing Diagphram Block Units
P arlilions / Composite Imported Brick Plywood - Imported
Inftll wood Frame Brick
Decoratim Traditional Innovation Standard Embellished Standaro
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Case 1
Traditional House
Figure 1. Traditional House Cluster
(Hamlet), Thimphu
Figure 2. Traditional House Case
Study, Paro
31
Stote Guest~
LehPage
Figure 3. Traditional Houses lop
Figure 4. Typical Plan .
Figure 5. Rammed Earth Section
Right Page (top to bottom)
Figure 6. Roof Lines
Figure 7. Shingle Detail
Figure8. Roof Transfer to Rammed
Earth
Figure 9. Interior Joist Paintings
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second Floor
Evaluation
The traditional Bhutanese houses can be seen throughout the landscape
of the country. It remains the dominant housing style and is the
reference for the Traditional Design Guidelines. The practice is
threatened by increasing urbanization and changing lifestyles, and
because the building methods have not evolved to meet contemporary
demands.
The traditional house is typically a farmhouse for rural life and hence
had space allocated to livestock, food storage, and a work-home
environment. The multi-function requirements developed into a very
large single-family structure with livestock and storage on the ground
floor, family life on the second floor and a place for dry storage on the
roof level. The construction uses large quantities of timber, is low-
density and has a slow, labor intensive construction process. Yet, for
the rural people and the people with humble means it is still the
preferred way of construction and most cost-effective solution for
housing given available land.
The materials are gathered from local sources, predominately recyclable,
and the homeowners are well aware of the maintenance obligations.
A local master carpenter who has experience with the materials,
coordination, and site management practices directs the management
and supervision of the construction while as the local community
members build the structure on a collective basis - with families helping
to build each other's homes.
Physical Description
The traditional house comes in a variety of sizes, utilizes different
materials based on available resources and is sited in the landscape to
maximize both social interaction and climatic conditions. Despite the
great variation that can be found throughout the country, the Bhutanese
house is distinct to Bhutan and is becoming a SYmbolic artifact. The
house is not replicated in form, but instead is represented in faux
facade articulations.
The house illustrated in the plans and section is typical of the Thimphu
region in both size and program. The building is approximately 120
square meters of which over half of the area is dedicated to storage
and farming. The living spaces are organized such that the most valued
spaces are located in the highly articulated timber structure; this includes
the shrine. The traditional house has a distinct front and back with the
front facade facing south to maximize heat gain and is traditional
windows - payab, decorative embellishments and is enclosed with
the rabse! , the traditional timber structure with ekrtl infill panels. The
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Wooden Phalluses, "Phochen" hang
to drive away eVIl
Rammed Eatth Walls are recycled
back into the land.
Leh Page (top to bottom)
Figure 10.
Figure 11.
Figure 12. Axonometric of typical
construction
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Right Page
Figure 13. Nomenclature of
Traditional Bhutanese Building .
other very distinctive feature of the typical traditional house is the
simple gable roof The roof space served an important function of
food storage and preparation. "In the traditional Bhutanese architecture
the roof feature and associated elements signified ... ones social status
in society." Today the roof continues to have architectural significance
both formally in the large overhanging verandas that offer protection
from the regions annual monsoons.
When innovation on the structure occurs, they replace similar program
functions. For example the new toilet cores of concrete are located in
the same location as the traditional wood rooms cantilevered from
the second level. The kitchen has been improved to include flues and
non-wood burning appliances. In addition, corrugated iron (Cl) roofs
have replaced the wood shingles (Shinglep) as they are more water
resistant and lower maintenance.
The structure has three major massing components and
embellishments:
The Base, constructed from rammed earth, mud brick, or
masonry depending on available materials and set upon a
stone foundation;
The Skeleton and Skin, is a heavy timber frame that
interconnects the structural elements through the body of
the building. It includes the fenestration and the roof
structure.
The Make Up, this is all the components that animate the house
and its expressions, the highly articulated, light-weight
timber elements, the door and window components, the
services, the balconies and verandas, and the circulation
connections.
The Sense, this is all the embellishments and expressions
appliqued to the house as social construct for it's
transformation to a 'home'.
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Evaluation of Practice
Economic Self-reliance
Maximum use of local materials, knowledge and labor -
Although the traditional house maximizes the local materials, labor
and knowledge, it cannot meet the housing needs of the growing
population; this limitation would have grave consequences on the
emerging housing shortage in the urban areas. In addition, the design
assumes land availability and being single-family is unsustainable for
an urban area.
Environmental Preservation
Recyclable materials - Locally based materials that are recyclable
are both key principles for best practices for 'green development'. Yet
the traditional use of timber wastes much of the log in trimming on
site and the construction uses large members, this practice of timber
consumption in an inefficient use of limited timber resources.
Good Governance
Shared knowledge - The process distributes accountability to the
local people and assumes less monitoring on the part of the regulatory
process. This approach also exhibits that the Bhutanese are confident
in their traditional standards and feel the essential elements of the
traditional house will remain, given the local knowledge is employed.
Cultural Promotion
Static - The structure is part of the traditional culture, yet the lack
of innovations introduced to the house has limited its value to the
contemporary Bhutanese. The traditional house is seen more as an
artifact of the past than the foundation to improve upon. Meanwhile,
the traditional site management approach of community collaboration
is highly inclusive, transparent and has a well established craftsman
mentoring system.
Practices to Consider
Site Management - The
traditional house is a highly
correlated to zhe environmental
preservation, self-sufficiency and
cultural promotion. However,
this building practice cannot meet
the challenges that the RGB faces
to provide improved housing
conditions, conserve land, and
supply the increasing demand.
The experienced on-site 'master'
is a framework to build upon as
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their practice employs a mechanized notion of assembly production
with specialized skill and knowledge distributed to different tasks. There
is on-site mentoring and the process has high accountability as the
whole community monitors the project. There is an alignment of
community, contractor and landowner interests. As a result, the workers
and community take pride in the work and craftsmanship of the house.
Voluntary Regulations - The standards are well established from
the knowledge of what the local materials and tools can achieve. Local
knowledge is an invaluable resource to build from as the community
shares that knowledge and is able to understand the measures by which
work standards should be met. Although this practice will be hard to
achieve directly with improved housing production, there are important
lessons to learn from the organizational structure that ensures quality:
high accountability, mitigation of negative externalities to adjacent
properties, transparency of process, and most important pride in the
craft and product.
Analysis
Planning, Design and Specifications
Regulation:
Currently the regulatory bodies try to promote the traditional methods
of construction through incentives established in the 'Green Light'
process in the urban areas. This process expedites the permitting
process and recognizes the master craftsman as the construction
manager with instilled professional expertise. The only conditions to
permitting are compliance with site planning and electrical
specifications.
Process:
The process of a traditional house does use modernized forms of
planning, design and specifications. The community that builds the
house shares the understanding of construction standards and then
the local carpenters are called upon'!for their expertise to expedite and
manage the process. Drawings or contractual specifications are not
produced and most practicing master carpenters are not literate. This
practice is shifting in urban areas as the traditional house is
incorporating more amenities that improve the living conditions and
utility services. LeN Page (top to bottom)
Figure 14. Master Carpenter (man in
blue in front of house)
Figure 15. Community Building
RighI Page (lop 10 bottom)
Figure 16. Women Ramming
Figure 17. Carpenter Installing
Window Details
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Leh Page (top to boUom)
Figure 18. Master Carpenter at
joinery area.
Figure 19. Children Playing
Figure 20. Components for Re-Use
iii Right Page
• Figure 21. - 28. Materials, Tools, and
D. Assembly Line
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Management and Supervision
The master carpenter who is responsible to coordinate the phasing,
labor, assembly process and ensure quality manages the construction.
He was very active, moving fluently from assembly area to installation
and coordinates the time of the apprentice carpenters along with the
community labor. The building of a house is a social function and a
time for social interaction as well as a workplace. There is singing,
food and treats, and a place to
chat with your neighbors and
friends. When I arrived on the
site, the people ramming the earth
and children playing around the
site where singing songs and
having a good time building in
general. Itwas early on a Saturday
morning, which may have been
why so much of the community
was assembled, but this building
is a product of the community
not the individual landowner or
the carpenter. This practice
mitigates the owner to act in sole self-interest that causes negative
external effects on his neighbors. This 'all-eyes' supervision is reciprocal
as the community is also interested in providing the highest level of
quality to the owner because the owner would eventually be asked to
build their home.
Tools
The tools are manual and it appeared that the builders had a limited
palette of tools to choose from. Tools have been adapted from abroad
like the measuring tape, but the most interesting tools on the
construction site were those that utilize natural phenomena. For
example they hold a string by their fingers with a weight on the bottom
to ensure that they achieve 90-degree angles. The community shares
many of the tools like the mud rammers and the hammers to shim the
rammed earth formwork. The site is an assembly line sectioned into
the log trimming, the joinery, and the decorative carpentry. The wood
elements are all pre-assembled and then installed at the different phases
of construction. The tools for each of these components and phases
of assembly are distributed accordingly.
Materials
The materials are collected from the local area and brought to the site
in a relatively raw form, stored on-site - the timber is seasoned on
site. The primary materials are from the adjacent area. The imported
components were the metal hinges, locks, furniture, and utensils and
materials needed for the recently introduced services, i.e. porcelain
toilet. Most of the modern elements were introduced to improve living
conditions like an attached concrete core to house sanitary facilities or
electricity hung along hooks. Although these elements have not been
integrated into the building systems and lack support materials such
as vapor barriers or fire proofing for wiring. The former will increase
the deterioration process and the later compromise life safety.
The Traditional House takes advantage of recycled timber and other
materials that can be reused from a former house or traded in. the
community. The roofing on the other hand is traditionally wood
shingles and needs to be replaced frequently. The roof shingles are
not treated and deteriorate quickly causing a very permeable surface
- the shingles are eventually used for fuel. At the end of the building's
life cycle the rammed earth is given back to the soil from which it
came.
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Leh Page (/op /0 boUom)
Figure 29.- 31. Details
Figure 32. Site Electricity
Figure 33. RCC Toilet Core
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Righ/Page
Figure 34. Interior Space of Historic
Village Cluster
Economics
The construction costs are low because the materials are gathered
locally. In the rural areas the timber is subsidized, but I am told by
practitioners that even in the urban centers the timber is less expensive
than other material choices. The Green Light process also enables the
owner to commission a local carpenter, reducing the cost of
professional and permitting fees.
Rammed earth has much higher thermal capacity and, with the
introduction of glazing, draft is reduced to a minimum. The
introduction of the CI roof has reduced maintenance costs as it is a
more resilient material and does not leak.
The Traditional house does not utilize multiple services, products or
labor in its process, implementation or product. It is a rather self-
sufficient entity drawing the input of the immediate context and
community. There are many components that would transition
seamlessly into cottage industry manufacturing. These could include
the engineered wood components as some of the Monastery projects
and renovations under the National Cultural Commission A have done.
Life-Style
It is in the mindset of the people that when you live in villages you
build from soil and when you are in the urban areas you build from
concrete. The buildings of rammed earth do not typically have many
of the modern improvements of sanitation or amenities giving it a
reputation of being sub-standard living conditions. The integration
of amenities has not been done with great success in the region. With
the introduction of new materials, such as the CI roofs, smokeless
stoves, and glazing these perceptions are shifting, but the houses are
not seen as an able model for multi-tenant housing.
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End Notes
IA series of vertical and horizontal timber members that projects out from the bearing walls (rammed earth or masonry) and
rests on the first story floor joists. The structure is rigidly attached. Traditional Architectural Guidelines, pg. 9
2 A panel that infills the rabsel structure and is used on the facade and interior partitions. "It is traditionally built with mud
plaster over a bamboo mat inserted between the timber frames." (also known as Shamig) Traditional Architectural Guidelines,
pg. 17
Illustrations
Figure 1-6
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Author, 2002
Author, Source: DUDH, Intro. to Trad. Arch. of Bhutan, Pg. 223
DUDH, Intro. to Trad. Arch. of Bhutan Pg. 218, 208
DUDH, Traditional Architectural Guidelines
Author, 2002
DUDH, Intro. to Trad. Arch. of Bhutan, Pg. 227
Figure 1. Prototype House No.1,
Thimphu
Case 2
Prototype
United Nations Center for Housing SettlementsJ UNCHS &
National Urban Development Corporation NUDC
Occupied in 1985
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Evaluation
Three prototype houses were built in the late 1980's by the UNCHS in
partnership with the National Urban Development Corporation (the
DUDH today). The first prototype, Prototype No.1 was completed
April, 1985. The prototype planned innovations on the traditional house
by integrating modern amenities, introducing new technologies and
utilizing technical knowledge to improve housing conditions. It was a
demonstration project aimed at educating urban residents and
professionals in alternative construction methods using local materials,
labor and passive heating. The site was a place for learning and offered
the single-homebuilder and contractor opportunities to view different
available construction method options. It exhibited economic use of
timber, roofing system, sanitation, and alternative heating approaches.
The later two targets were met with measurable improvements, while
the former two targets were less successful. The project is now 17
years old and the current resident has lived in No.1 for 13 years.
There were several different prototype homes built to demonstrate
different approaches to use of materials, construction techniques and
layout. Each was design by a different architect, from Japan, Sri Lanka
and Denmark.
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The project focussed on hands-on learning and hoped to reach broader
UNCH directives as follows: improve living conditions, use traditional
materials, promote a national training program, and continue the
architectural heritage.' The Prototype was a partnership project
involved a variety of the stakeholders from conception and explored
new standards through new knowledge, tools and resources. The result
of the project was mixed with some real success, but it was not further
replicated or improved upon. The success the resident, a professional
planner, felt important to replicate included the rammed earth
construction, passive solar design and the improved brick fireplace.
One limitation of the prototypes were that they were single-family,
low-density, Class I government officer housing and hence not
representative of the greater residential needs of the growing urban
center. The prototypes also required national labor to construct as it
was determined during the construction that to build rammed walls
correctly a Bhutanese carpenter should be employed to oversee the
work and build the frames.' Last, the project was not explicit as to
who the project aimed to have replicate the practice, the single-
homebuilder, contractors or the NUDC.
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The prototype projects also demonstrated the important role of the
Bhutanese auspicious beliefs (superstitions) in housing design. For
example, as the owner noted, the slate roof on the later prototypes
will be difficult to replicated because the Bhutanese think black
roofs bring bad luck.
Although many opportunities were missed by ending the project at
a first round of prototypes, seventeen years later the project has
found its place as a case study for the Danida low-income housing
project for its use of materials, construction and training work.
During the development of the housing project a local professional
suggested that a comprehensive experiment in building materials/
technology and housing design had been undertaken in the
prototypes. He then suggested, build from the existing knowledge
and allow the new project to offer insight in financial and ownership
issues.
Physical Description
Prototype No.1 is a composite structure of rammed earth exterior
walls", brickwork for the wet core and stud partitions for interior
walls. It is a two level structure with the common spaces on the
ground floor and the bedrooms on the second floor. The house was
designed to class 1A government standards. The structure is 120
square meters of which storage and 1 room is dedicated to the new
program features of a toilet-washroom and a separate kitchen.
Unlike the traditional house, the ground level is part of the
household domain.
The building was oriented to the south, as in traditional site-planning.
A trombe wall was introduced in the south facade for passive solar
<:-
design". This innovation of the Bhutanese house appropriated the
traditional rabse! J giving new value to this historic construction in the
modern construction. The wood design specification for the trombe
wall frame strove to eliminate excessive material. The frame design
compromised the operability of the components because the slender
elements warped, the engineer attributed some of the warp to the lack
of engineered wood seasoning
facilities. In addition, the owner
was not sufficiently instructed in
the operation of the trombe wall
and they are not clear on how to
best use the thermal benefits
70pto BoUom
Figure 2. Plan
Figure 3 South Elevation
Second Floor
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Topto Bottom
Figure 4. No.3, NO.2 and NO.1
Prototype panaramic view (NO.5 right
to left).
Figure 5. South Elevation of No.2
Prototype No.1 has five major massing components and
embellishments:
The 'Body' Skin, a two level rammed earth structure that wraps
the social and private spaces of the house;
The 'Wet' Skin, a sub-skin that wraps the newly introduced
kitchen and toilet space.
The Diaphragm, the horizontal structure of wood joist and
plank and a vertical sheer wall of brick.
The Make-up, all the components that animate the house and its
expressions, including the solar trombe wall, the roof
structure, the doors and windows, the services, the brick fire
place, the closets, the entry and verandas, and the circulation
connections
The Sense, this is all the embellishments and expressions added
to the house as social construct to transform it into a 'home'
including furniture, utensils and modifications.
Evaluation of Practice
Economic Self-reliance
Priority of Design - The construction techniques and material
specifications intended to capture local resources and to improve
standards. Due to limited local micro-industries the project became
dependent on imported materials. This had cost and scheduling
consequences. As the project is a single-family dwelling it did not
address the challenge of limited land that is ever pressing in Bhutan.
Environmental Preservation
PassiveDesign - The use of passive design to economize on running
costs and the use of local recyclable materials are positive. The project
aimed to economize in timber, but the focus was on member size and
quantity not on maximum log usage. One concept of environmental
preservation not explored is to design for effective use of the resources
longevity, re-use and recyclability. Meanwhile the passive solar
technologies which should be a priority for any design, were limited
because of the lack of information distributed on operation and
maintenance.
Good Governance
Partnership and Role Models - The project had high expectations
to empower the local people and reach out to other policy makers
including education and service industries. Yet the project was not
continued to improve on cost, land-use and training. As the project
was not continued the project lost momentum to continue innovation
in local labor and industry and 17 years later very similar questions are
being asked of materials, labor and technology.
Cultural Promotion
Tradition as Foundation - The choice of the design team to
prioritize tradition as the foundation to inform context and integration
of innovation showed the commitment to cultural continuity. The
project explored alternate modes of expression through the trombe
wall, tar roofing material, and expanding household activities to occur
on two levels. The use of rammed earth, wood framing and building
orientation were each a continuation of the traditional house.
Practices to Consider
The practice from conception established an inclusive approach
involving local craftsman, training young workers, the NUDe, and
the outreach to the local residents. It aimed to reach out to the largest
number of professionals, technicians, labor, private contractor, and
residents as possible. This was reinforced by the larger aim to begin a
training program of local knowledge and skilled persons.
Approaching the traditional elements as the inspirational point gave
way for the elements in the contemporary house to renew their value
and not be a stylized replication. The hybrid of local and new materials
was an effective approach to incorporating new services and
technologies that enhanced the traditional modes of building. The
project illustrates the relationship between local materials, local
knowledge and the ability for local labor to engage in the production.
These are all factors to achieving quality. Auspicious practices for the
Bhutanese culture are important factors to not overlook. This notion
of practice and way of life is essential to the Bhutanese heritage and
continues to be very strong in their contemporary disposition.
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The project inherited an under-served maintenance program that
had long-term cost effects. The project also illustrates the
importance of maintenance and information dissemination to
residents to optimize their environment when new technologies are
introduced.
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Analysis
Planning, Design and Specifications
Regulation
The design team intended to explore the regulation and design
guidelines in alignment with the broader aim of the UNCHS housing
policy. Because the project was an internal project and incorporated
innovative new standards, it did not appear to be subject to the formal
permitting process; this is not to imply that it did not meet recognized
regulations.
Process:
The process is a model innovative practice: designs - prototype -
observe - re-design - and start again. The specifics of the project
command were to produce a type design for Thimphu and implement
three varieties of the prototype. The project strongly encouraged
immediate follow-up by the local professional team to monitor the
outcomes and prepare construction manuals for guidance and a to
develop a 2 month training program. Although the program included
building supervisors, local contractors, it sought to create a skilled
labor force of carpenters, masons, electricians, and plumbers. The
training would ideally incorporate further demonstration work and
prototypes," .
Management and Supervision
The design and construction was managed and supervised with close
analytical scrutiny. The project team managed the drawing
specifications, construction management and limited follow-up
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monitoring despite a strong aim to identify a local service sector or
professionals. They found that during implementation in 1985 there
was "no qualified Bhutanese national architect, building engineer and
draftsmen in the appropriate department,"? Yet the project advocated
that a national engineer be present at the site for training. The
construction practices demonstrated that when local materials are used
and the foundation of the construction is based on the traditional
practices, that "it was necessary to engage Bhutanese laborers for this
work, despite of the nearly double wages for them compared to other.
Attempts to use other laborers" were not successful because of their
lack of familiarity with materials and techniques,"?
Tools
Information was not found on this area.
Materials
The goal of the project was to maximize the use of local materials.
Despite this effort, many of the building materials came from
Phuntsholing'" or were imported from India (glass, brick, tile, fixtures,
etc.). The imported materials imposed schedule delays and phasing
constraints. At the time of construction there was no seasoned timber
available and this is still true today as all wood has minimal seasoning
on-site. As is true for the wood trombe wall frame, it is typical for the
windows and doors frames to have draft gaps and distortion from
lack of seasoning.
The materials in the UNCHS project report classified building
components by I) heating device, II) building materials, III) plumbing
system, IV) insulation, V) electrical installation and VI) Bhutanese
traditional style. A summary of important design intention and
observation by the UNCHS and J. Price's site visit is as follows in
respective order:
• A brick fireplace installed is observed by the owner to be
fuel efficient and effective to distribute heat throughout the
house.
• Although the building design prioritized the economy of
wood, a roof truss and treated shingles were chosen over GI
roofing to follow the traditional context and to avoid
reliance on imported materials. A tar felt was introduced to
the roof membrane to improve the leaky roofs. Despite the
original design intent, the owner changed to GI roofing in
1997 because the wood roof began to Ieak."
• The integration of a concrete wet core (kitchen and bath) in
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the interior of the house was an innovation in house
services as water was not traditionally integrated into the
building systems.
• Seals and thermal details, passive solar gain opportunities
including a tombe wall improved thermal insulation. 12
• The electrical system was integrated into the wall
construction with flush socket boxes.
• As budget and materials were a key design constraint, it was
recommended by the project that consideration be given to
simplifying the traditional guideline regulations because they
had proved to be of high cost.P
Economics
The project documented the costs and itemized the materials and labor.
The report suggested comparing their findings to construction costs
of other construction practices inThimphu, but I could locate nothing
of this followed up if it waas ever done. As typical with explorations,
the construction had unanticipated cost over runs for specification
modifications and limited availability of materials. This should not
discourage future exploration as usually those challenges are quickly
overcome in future phases. It is also important to consider life-cycle
costs. The house is well insulated and the current resident finds his
house to be noticeably warmer than RCC houses seen in a measurable
cost savings on fuel. The services and maintenance were integral
concerns in the design of the project, but not followed purposefully.
Last, the project was keen to have a strong links to the local labor
market and utilize local resources. Although the supply of local
professional knowledge has increased drastically in seventeen years, a
skilled national labor force has not materialized.
Life-Style
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The project was built for government officials and is interesting in
that the project had potential to shift the preconception that mud
construction is for low-income housing and RCC is for high-income
housing. The house has successfully provided contemporary comforts
without compromising the GNH vision or their local identity. The
resident said, given the choice to build a new house, he would use
earth construction and design larger internal spaces.
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End Notes
1 Takeda, Masayoshi, Pg. 2
2 Takeda, Masayoshi, pg. 9
3 The rammed earth was mixed with stone.'
..Trombe Wall Construction, A typical Trombe wall consists of an 8- to 16-inch thick masonry wall coated with a dark, heat-
absorbing material and faced with a single or double layer of glass.The glass is placed from about 3/4" to 6" away from the
masonry wall to create a small airspace. Heat from sunlight passing through the glass is absorbed by the dark surface, stored
in the wall, and conducted slowly inward through the masonry. National Renewable Energy Labratory http://www.nrel.gov/
documents/ trombe_wall.html
5 A series of vertical and horizontal timber members that projects out from the bearing walls (rammed earth or masonry) and
rests on the first story floor joists. The structure is rigidly attached. Traditional Architectural Guidelines, pg. 9
6 Seventeen years later, this training approach is the model NITA is ascribing.
7 Takeda, Pg. 10
8 The other is the imported labor from India.
9 Takeda, page 10
10 The southern border town at the Bhutan-Indian Border
11The shingles lasted 13 years of their expected life of 15 years.
12 The resident noted that the house is well insulated and maintains a temperature as high at 47 degrees in some parts without
use of a heat source. a. Price report)
13 Prototype No.2 and No.3 experimented with painted cornices. This is forbidden in the current regulations.(CONFIRM)
Illustrations
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3 - 6
Author, 2002
Author, Source: UNCHS Final Report, BHU / 80 / 002
Author, 2002
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Case 3
Standard ization,
National Schools
Ongoing
Figure 1. - 4.
53
Summary
The National Schools have been a top priority of the Royal
Government of Bhutan and have been built throughout the entire
country in both urban and rural settlements. During my field research,
the master architect responsible for the national school projects was
in Japan conducting his own field research for pre-manufactured
construction processes. The project is a partnership of the Ministry
of Health and Education and World Bank for Education and has been
an ongoing process for over two decades. The stakeholders collaborated
and established practices from the onset, which allowed many
assumptions to be mitigated. The management practices and
infrastructure that facilitated the flow laid their foundations for
practices to build on.
The national school project continues with great rigor. The Ministry
of Communication has been commanded to deliver hundreds of
classrooms dispersed through the country. The standardized school
building was established through a prototype process that allowed
observation and continual improvement to the model. The early school
buildingswere built from adobe brick, then concrete, both with minimal
articulation. The school complex used as the case study is located in
central Thimphu. Itwas chosen as it has the benefit of many of the
previous generations of prototypes.
Physical Description
The standardized national school is a two-level, single-loaded
rectangular building with a timber veranda for circulation running along
its length. It uses standardized windows, doors, details, materials and
room sizes. It takes full advantage of local materials, as the design
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team concluded that was the most cost-effective solution. The building
uses an international standard of thirty square meter classrooms. The
program of the building is three classrooms on the ground floor and
three classrooms on the second floor. This standardized building does
not vary from primary to secondary school and is even used in the
newer vocational institutions.
The standardized school building is built from three components and
embellishments:
The Envelope, constructed from rough cut local stones. The
masonry is a two level construction with a RCC foundation
and second level diaphragm.
The Clip-On, the trussed roof and veranda structure is attached
to the simple masonry building to provide enclosure and
circulation.
The Make Up, this is the components that animate the building
and its expressions, the highly articulated traditional timber
elements such as the doors and windows, the railings and the
terrazzo floor finish. This would also include the dropped
ceiling and the chalkboard.
The Sense, these are all the windows, veranda and railings
painted with traditional motifs.
LehPage
Figure 5, Middle Phase Prototypes
Right Page
Figure 6, Current Phase Prototypes
Figure 7, Early Phase Prototypes
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Figure 8, Middle Phase Entry
Figure 9. Middle Phase Veranda
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Righi Page
Figure 10, Current Phase Enrtry and
Veranda
The elements subjected to change in the recent years are the Clip-On
elements. The earlier versions had a central core instead of the veranda
circulation. The roof structure had been a gable roof and slowly has
evolved into a hip roof. The later roof is thought to keep the birds
from entering, but also architecturally balance the roofline. The School
buildings are sighted in a courtyard plan with the circulation facing
inward on a central play yard.
Evaluation of Practice
Economic Self-reliance
Cost effective to use local materials - The design maximizes use
of local materials, forms and knowledge and the use of imported
materials are kept to a minimum. As the practice becomes mechanized,
the imported labor can substitute seamlessly with national trade people.
Yet the project to date has depended on imported manual labor.
Environmental Preservation
Local materials, but imported labor - The use of local materials
reduces the burden of transportation. The project uses Indian Labor
that is housed on site without services and the materials are stored
around the construction site without much care or drainage
considerations. These two practices are a source of pollution for the
local watershed. The use of timber is efficient and has structural intent,
yet the on-site carpentry work is thought to waste up to 40% of the
milled wood.
Good Govemance
Partnerships - The process is highly transparent and has tried to
establish partnership with the private sector community. The agency
has taken leadership in continually improving on the project, connecting
with various local knowledge practitioners, and is keen to find
innovative solutions that can be built upon. The buildings lack the
proper maintenance to maximize their life-cycle and without greater
support of the RGB to nurture an environment for micro-industries,
the projects will continue below their potential.
Cultural Promotion
Source of design inspiration - The design, massing and materials
are grounded in traditional forms and the buildings are integrated into
the daily life of the Bhutanese. This gives the buildings purposeful
value in a common environment.
Practices to Consider
Continuous process - The standardized school is an evolving
practice that has been improved upon over the course of many years.
It has been inclusive of many stakeholders to optimize the knowledge
base and reduce assumptions. The process has not been discouraged
by their less successful outcomes, but instead observed the outcomes
as practices to learn from. The relationship established between the
contractor and client prior to the construction phase was seen as
beneficial to the process of minimizing assumptions and informing
the design team of specifications that can best use the local skills and
materials.
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Standards - Standardization will allow the schools to train a labor
force that will become familiar with their methods and standards of
production and the model will be able to absorb mechanized
components as they are developed. The project has been limited in its
development due to the lack of a local construction industry and it is
constrained by manual labor, limited materials and the cost of capital
to invest in mechanized equipment. Given these constraints the designs
have continued to challenge those parameters and improve the
standards.
Analysis
Process and Regulation
RegUlation
The project is under the jurisdiction of existing regulations of the
local authority, but as the structure has been standardized at every
level, the only variance for approval should be the foundation
design.
Process:
From the start the project established collaboration between RGB,
World Bank local architects, expertise from different nationalities,
and local contractors that collaborated throughout different stages
during the years of its evolution. The discussions among the
stakeholders focused on feedback and suggestions for best
practices, effective solutions and aimed to dissolve many
assumptions. The process took a commitment by all parties and was
seen by one participant to be informative to all the internal
decision-makers.
LeR Page and RighI Page
Figure 11 - 20. Building Details
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Leh Page and RighI Page
Figure 21 - 24, Construction
Practices
Management and Supervision
My knowledge is limited to my on-site observations, although the
project is managed under the supervision of the Ministry of Health
and Education. A local contractor that has experience on similar sized
projects supervised the site and an engineer of the Ministry of Health
and Education inspected the construction. The contractor coordinated
the labor, materials and sequencing of the project. The local contractors
were not directly involved with the collaboration process, but were
usually communicating directly with the general contractor participants
that were. There was a subset of site persons that coordinated the
laborers and acted as an interpreter between the contractor and the
Indian laborers.
Tools
Most of the materials were brought to the site in trimmed raw material
form and tools were limited. Most all the materials and assembly was
done on-site with manual labor including the stone cutting. The manual
stone cutting makes for long construction schedules and inconsistent
stone sizes.
Materials
The materials used where predominantly local. The foundation and
plinth was RCC with a terrazzo finish slab made from local marble.
The walls were built from stone and mortar and finished with plaster
on the inside. The veranda is a post and beam concrete structure at
grade and timber structure at the second level that supported the roof
veranda. The concrete columns are formed with high quality material
and appeared to be cast in re-usable molds. The wood columns,
windows, sofit, roof truss and other components are all manually
formed and assembled on-site. The hip roof was clad with CI with
overhanging verandas that had a wood plank sofit. The second level had
a dropped ceiling that used an interesting composite wood material that
would help reduce noise since all four walls are plaster on concrete and
potentially provide better insulation. Other standard materials included
the chalkboard, east-on-site concrete sills, the furniture and all the
traditional painted motifs on the headers, windows and verandas.
Economics
The design is continually being refined to reduce cost through an
understanding of materials and methods. These cost considerations
have had spatial, material and process implications. Prioritis of the
team were to reduce time to delivery, standardize elements to allow re-
use of time consuming form work, and develop a keen understanding
of material properties to create an integrated building system. This was
facilitated with fluid feedback from the designers, implementers and
continual observation. Because the project budgets include meager
maintenance allowances, the older buildings have broken glass and
other damaged components.
The project links to material suppliers but not to industry. The
materials and inputs are brought to the site, but productions of the
materials into components are rendered on site. Because the project
has an internal professional team, the linkage to outside services is
limited. There is great opportunity for the standardized school to
utilize many pre-manufactured components that would reduce time,
costs, dependency on manual labor, and improve the standard. The
project team is currently investigating how to achieve pre-fabricated
components.
Life-Style
The NCCA want cultural promotion to be a 'natural process' for
coming generations and feel that the school is a place for those values
to start. The buildings are intended to model, reflect and enforce that
cultural process.
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Illustrations
Figure 1. - 24.
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Author, 2002
Figure 1. Traditional 1 level House
Figure 2.Prototype House, Thimphu
Case 4
Prefabricated
Occupied in 2001
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Summary
The pre-fabricated house is a recent building method introduced to
Bhutan. I first identified a cluster of this type of construction during
the previous summer, but at that time they were under construction.
The two houses were one level structures using ekra on all four sides.
Ekra is a traditional wall composite used for the infill of the timber
frame facades and interior partitions. It is made of a bamboo lath
with plaster. The house is a single-family structure that has a simple
massing and few articulations. It resembles the region's traditional low-
income housing, which is also a simple, single story structure with
ekra on all four sides, but it has the raised roof structure for storage
that is seen in the traditional Bhutanese houses. Economic factors
may attribute the distinction of this traditional type from the infamous
farmhouse, as the lower-income group did not typically have live stock
to house on the first level.
The two houses identified for the case study were commissioned by
single-homebuilders for rental purposes. The buildings were built at
different times and each by different landowners. The self-initiated
coordination of the two landowners to plan their separate parcels as
one for site access and services is congruent with a traditional land-
pooling practice. Although I did not speak to the two owners directly,
the tenant maintained that the owner that initiated the first prefabricated
house construction was an engineer and the second owner is a Dasho.
Both of the owners lived in other provinces of Bhutan and both units
are rented to foreign professionals. This dynamic of location, owner,
and renter make-up implies that the units would be considered class
II, if not class I, housing.
The implementation practices are efficient, highly coordinated and
use a variety of skills and trades in the labor market and diversity of
local material resources. It is quick to the market and captures costs
associated with construction time. The practice could quickly assimilate
to have the majority of the labor skilled and mechanized. The
prefabricated house uses a standardized in fill palette, prefabricated
frame, typical details throughout, and the utilities have been integrated
into the building system. The prefabricated house is a full service
product imported from India, which is reflected in the building system's
lack of sensitivity to the local climate conditions; this induced rapid
deterioration of materials and may prove to have high running and
maintenance costs.
Physical Description
The prefabricated houses are two bedroom units with an alternate
third room that could be an additional bedroom, storage, or prayer
room. There is a living room with a separate kitchen and bathroom.
The prefabricated house is built from four major massing
components and embellishments:
The Base, is a plinth and foundation constructed from RCC.
The Skeleton, is a built-up steel frame bolted to the foundations
and timber truss.
The In-fill, is all the components that animate the house and its
expressions, the highly articulated light weight timber
elements, the roof structure, the doors and windows, the
services, the balconies and verandas, and the circulation
connections.
The Sense, this is all the embellishments and expressions
appliqued to the house as social construct for it to
transform to 'home'.
LehSide
Figure 3. Traditional 1 level House
Figure 4. - 6. Prototype House
Details
Right Side
Figure 7. - 8. Prefabricted structure
for DUDH engineers
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Evaluation of Principles
Economic Self-reliance
Needs Bhutanisation - It is the first shift in urban housing to an
industrialized approach and has many more characteristics that lend
to the Bhutanisation process, such as the appropriation of the notion
of a light-weight frame structure in-filled with modular components
similar to eckra construction. The standard components can achieve
economies of scale and reduce the reliance on menial labor and a
majority of those components can be provided through local micro-
industries. Although the actual case does not capture the mission of
economic self-reliance, the initiative of local investors to see this as a
valued alternative exhibits the potential for this practice given the right
governance environment.
Environmental Preservation
Engineered wood - The plywood, parquet floor and wall paneling
components are all materials that can use timber efficiently or
engineered wood products to employ less desirable species of wood
in a manufacturing environment. Although the site-planning continues
to follow traditional practices of landowner coordination, the single-
family housing has many characteristics of sprawl and high land
consumption. The existing wall, floor and roof systems are not
considerate of climate and demand high fuel consumption. Last, the
house type has potential to support local industry, reducing the impacts
of transporting imported materials. This product has great potential
to improve.
Good Governance
Standardized specifications - The project is a private development
from conception to delivery and currently is occupied by the private
market tenant. The product was bought as a complete system from
India and delivered to the site ready to construct. The standardized
specification details can be an informative approach to expedite
regulatory approvals.
Cultural Promotion
Potential- The house is appr6priated from a traditional hduse type,
yet the foreign design team interpreting the traditional house into the
materials of the existing fabrication did not capitalize on traditional
climatic systems or utilization of the roof as a storage/summer space.
The house also is naive to the association of the local culture to low-
income housing and may attribute to why only foreigners rent the
units.
Practices to Consider
Rapid Delivery - Standard specifications and details can facilitate a
streamlined regulation practice. This would lend the governing authority
to focus on implementation and inspection rather than design and
specifications. This product could develop in a public-private
partnership with the local entrepreneur and various micro-industries
that can collaborate to improve upon. The house is in its first phase
of prototype in the Bhutanese context and has many challenges ahead
of it. As a next step, the process would need to be absorbed into the
practice of the local Bhutanese professional practice. This can allow
the house type to quickly prioritize the local context, such as climate,
social associations, steep terrain and spatial planning.
Local Industry - The prefabricated house raised questions of the
traditional guidelines and made it conspicuous that their
development was counter to the lack of character in the RCC
building type. The housing product can also promote a micro-
industry to flourish for insulation products and vapor barriers that
other construction types can benefit from. With the cost savings
from shortened construction schedules there is a margin for
investment in mechanization and improved quality through the
decrease in components dependent on manual labor. The mix of
materials and labor skills can offer a mix for the local economy's
supply of nation skilled and semi-skilled labor and entrepreneurial
investment to gro"\v.
LehSide
Figure 9. Prefabricted Structure
Detail
Right Side
Figure 10. Prefabricted Office
Traditional Header Detail
Figure 11. Prefabricated House
Traditional Header Detail
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Analysis
Planning, Design and Specifications
Regulation & Process:
The pre-fabricated unit is subjected to the structural and electrical
specification, traditional architectural guidelines and site planning
regulations. The structure is pre-engineered and has standard
specifications and maximizes typical conditions throughout. The RCC
foundation is subject to varying site conditions and utility connections
are subject to the site-planning regulations. The building design
provoked different points of view as to whether the design met the
criteria set by the traditional guidelines, but according to the current
regulations it complies.
Process.'
A manufacturing company is located in India, which has a central
design and specification team. The frame is pre-engineered and
delivered to the site after the plinth has been poured. The roof trusses
are then assembled on site and the frame is filled with the in-fill
components. The walls are predominantly plywood and the doors and
windows are all standardized. The assembly of the frame requires semi-
skilled labor, while the plinth and in-fill can employ manual labor. The
process to assemble the building is rapid due to the nature of the pre-
fabricated steel frame. A majority of the house is pre-manufactured:
the frame and plywood fill (local), while the windows, the roof truss
and plywood faux ekra frame is assembled on site. Each of the later
components have potential to be pre-manufactured
Management and Supervision
It was explained to me that the first house built was managed and
supervised by the owner, a professional engineer. Due to the building
method, the management of the site is reduced to phasing, sequencing
and coordination of small sub-contractor teams for the plinth, the
frame and in-fill which are assembled from a semi-skilled labor force
knowledgeable of the building systems. The last phase is coordinated
with a less-skilled on-site team that assembles the roof truss, cornices,
headers, sub-floor, windows and finishes.
Tools
With the exception of the frame that is site welded, the tools are all
typical of those found on a manual building methods construction
site. The frame is welded together at critical moments and then bolted
to the foundation and truss structure.
Materials
If the inputs were reduced to basic components, the steel and metal
elements including hardware and the roofing, labor, appliances,
furniture, curtains and knowledge is imported, while the wood, utilities,
management and interest on capital are local.
The building is a hybrid of the pre-fabricated frame and the site
assembled kit of parts. The inputs are from a variety of sources. The
frame, tools and metal connectors are made from steel imported from
India. The plywood is from a national industry, but the lack of a well
detailed vapor barrier has allowed for condensation to occur on the
interior surfaces. The exterior wall timber frame is then applied to
plywood for decorative representation of ekra. The windows, cornices
and trusses are made from timber and built in the typical on-site fashion.
The flooring is parquet' and a wood wall paneling runs throughout
the interior of the house. A heating source was not provided as it was
assumed that the resident would provide electrical heating. Services
were integrated into the structure through the dropped ceiling and
sub-floor. Yet neither the sub-floor nor the ceiling were insulated which
attributed to significant heat loss noted by the current resident.
Figure 15. Traditional Ekra
Composite top
Figure 16. Prefabricted Structure
Window Detial above
Figure 17. Tradition Ekra feh
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Economics
The construction schedule is reduced substantially by the pre-
fabrication which has significant cost implications to construction
loans, labor and time to income sources. The standard design
specifications can reduce the regulating authorities permitting
processes. Yet the low density is unsuitable to deliver the number of
units at the density needed for the rapidly growing housing market.
The knowledge, metal connectors and appliances are imported from
India. Yet the house utilizes many local products and offers an entry
for different skill levels of the labor force that seeks specialization
for the different elements.
The house is not well insulated and is dependent on electrical
appliances. This can cause undue running costs and a risk of
exposure if electrical supply is not available for periods of time. The
plywood is already showing signs of distortion because of moisture
damage and because of such poorly detailing, the life of the
plywood appeared limited with high maintenance costs.
Life-Style
The houses attract the foreign professionals. I was unclear if the
higher rents these units charge is due to low density and location or
if it is perceived as a higher-income housing product. Another
interesting observation is that foreigners elsewhere occupy the two
units in this case study as well as another cluster in the valley. One
Bhutanese noted that the house looks like the traditional low-
income and would not attract the Bhutanese of the same class.
End Notes
1The use of parquet flooring economizes of the timber consumption as it can
use the lower quality and wood unsuitable for timber products.
Illustrations
Figure 1. - 18. Author, 2002
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Case 5
RCC
Reinforced Concrete Construction
Changiji, DUDH
Thimphu, Bhutan 2002
Underconstruction
Figure 1. Panaramic of the Changiji
Construction Site top
Figure 2. Concrete Block Units, CMU
Figure 3. Sign of one of the Eight
Contractors at Their Cluster
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Figure 5. Plan of Block One
Right Side
Figure 6. View from Road Above
Down Primary Street at Changiji
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Summary
Changiji is located in the southern part of the Thimphu valley outside
the urban core. Itis the first government mixed-use housing community
development and the first DUDH project of this scale. It has 73
buildings each with 10 or 12 units each. In addition to housing the
project will include small shops and neighborhood amenities. The
housing is all class III and class IV and is for government officers of
respective positions (semi-skilled, service and lower management). The
project has an ambitious construction schedule, constrained budget
and a challenging site terrain. The new units surround a historic housing
site and miscellaneous privately owned properties.
The design approach began with the design of housing unit buildings
autonomous to the site. This approach intended to develop a prototype
that could be replicated. Although there is merit to this approach it
ultimately posed many challenges as that building ultimately was a
large multi-story concrete structure which had difficulty integrating
into the site. The key factor that determined site planning was to
minimize the retaining walls and foundations.
The housing blocks are three level buildings, with two typical blocks -
one with four units per level and one with three units per level. Both
building types use RCC for the super structure with masonry in-fill.
Due to the scale of the project it was decided that the concrete block
unit (CMU) would be manufactured on site.
Throughout the construction process minor modifications have been
made in the specifications as lessons were learned through hands-on
processes. For instance the cornice detail originally specified as concrete
has been modified to timber after the feedback from the contractors
on cost and structural compromises. The structural engineering team
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continues to developed construction details as the project broke ground
before all the specifications had been completed. Being the first housing
development project of this size, local private industry support was
not available. In turn, the project has commissioned eight different
contractors each assigned to a cluster of buildings.
Physical Description
The two building types are highly articulated building footprints with
all sides with traditional representations. This form is a new building
footprint for housing as it is the only example I can find of a footprint
with four distinct blocks circulating a central core. The roof is a hybrid
gable roofing with bi-directional sections that intersect at the edges
of the core. The facades are articulated per the traditional guidelines
with two levels of white washed plaster and the third level articulated
in the ekra style and finished with representative cornices.
A substantial amount of the construction budget's hard currency is
used for imported goods and labor; this is not economic self-reliance.
Little consideration, as with all construction sites I observed, was given
to the storage and maintenance of the construction site. There was
little care to adjacent properties and this jeopardizes watershed pollution
input. This practice was very present due to the scale of the project.
The major components of the building units are:
The Superstructure - Skeleton, the foundations, retaining walls
and an integrated concrete and beam frame all built from
RCC with eMU sheer walls.
The Style, the formal components are integrated into the
superstructure like the cornices, balcony components, ekra
and the kitchen counters.
The In-fill, the remaining walls are filled with fired brick, doors
and windows.
The Sense, this is all the embellishments and expressions
appliqued to the house such as the plastered ekra, the red CI
for the roof and the painted balconies.
Evaluation of Practice
Economic Self-reliance
Little commitment - It was a great milestone to implement a
development of this scale on the part of the DUDH with the internal
professionals and management capacity available and limited UN
volunteers. Yet the ultimate design decisions showed little commitment
to local materials or investment in the local economy. It uses imported
knowledge, regulation, materials and labor. The scale of the project
does exhibit that a mechanized building industry would complement
the delivery of housing and could facilitate more cost-effective
outcomes, reduce the schedule time, achieve higher standard products
and may also reduce the dependence on imported labor.
Environmental Preservation
A diamond in the rough - The design team is challenge to mitigate
soil erosion aims for 'green' solutions. The designers are exploring
landscaping and bio-structures that have been implemented and
explored for civil projects, such as erosion from road construction.
Yet the foundations have little drainage and with the large impervious
foundations the ground water drainage is disrupted. The construction
site is also a high risk point source for stormwater pollution as the
materials have been distributed on the site with little care and the
imported laborers are housed on site without proper services. The
RCC construction, with its dependency on imported materials
contributes to the pollution caused by transportation. In addition, the
project will have high fuel consumption as the units will be difficult to
heat with no insulation, the poor thermal qualities of concrete and
many units facing north. Last, the RCC, CMU and fired brick that
represents a majority of the material inputs are not recyclable materials.
Good Govemance
Late decisions - As this is the first development of this scale there
are many growing pains. Yet the practice was compromised by late
decisions, political pressures from housing shortage and ultimately
the project is highly subsidized due to the cost over-runs. The bidding
process rewards the lowest bidder and not the lowest valued bid. The
underbidding set incentives to cut corners and implement sub-standard
work. In addition, the lack of developed specifications exposed the
DUDH to change orders that have shown in many contexts to be
very costly.
Cultural Promotion
Representative - Despite the fact the construction complies with
the Traditional Architectural Guidelines, this practice has been noted
as "a superficial resemblance to traditional construction, they tend
strongly towards kitsch."! Although, the painted CI material is an
improvement for context sensitivity, the concrete railing and cornice
detail compromise cost and are counter to the structural character of
RCC.
Practices to Consider
Opportunity for private investment - The perception of equity
and political appearance overran decisions to deliver affordable housing
that could exhibit that class III and IV housing (low-income housing)
is a viable investment. Changiji and subsequent projects have the
capacity to nurture an environment that uses mechanized processes
and skilled local labor forces. These large development commissions
may be an opportunity to offset the risk associated with entering the
market and providing services to single-homebuilders. The
development can also fuel innovative local materials such as insulation
products or bamboo flooring.
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Household Sizev. Income - The standards on unit area make
assumptions about household make-up that do not always hold true
as many young single people have recently moved to Thimphu. The
DUDH could initialize a survey to understand the make-up of the
target group through data, as the housing is for government officers
this information could be collected internally. This information may
have been a better starting point to establish standards than the
current class I - IV standards currently used. The issue of standards
is an important one, as the standard for low-income housing has
been set for many decades. During this project the leadership
concluded that this would be a sub-standard specification, as it
could be a catalyst for over-crowding.
Learn by building - The
phasing of the project has
allowed for observation of
outcomes that can improve
subsequent processes. Given
this practice can be more
rigorously followed from
project to project there would
be more rapid improvement
from development to
development. This includes the
reflection on the traditional
guidelines that have been
shown to be a financial dis-
incentive.
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Figure 11. First Phase Near
Completion top
Figure 12. Second Phase Beginning
Finishes bottom
Figure 13. Third Phase Breaking
Ground right
Analysis
Planning, Design and Specifications
Regulation
The project was designed and engineered by the professional
government officers of the DUDH. I did not inquire on the
regulations, but since they are the national regulatory agency, one
would assume they complied. Yet, during discussions I learned that
the RCC regulations are imported from India. This includes site
planning, structural codes, building codes and utility systems. The
knowledge base of national professionals from the DUDH design
and implementation team were all trained in India. The only people
that were not trained in India were the UNCHS foreign consultants
who were both vocal about their concerns for the relative rigor in
implementing the construction specifications.
Process:
Task: The DUDH commissioned its staff to look at alternative
building types that would maximize economy while improving living
conditions for low-income households. The first designs presented
by the team utilized local materials, with minimal detail
embellishments, standardized components and minimal footprint
articulation. In addition, because the terrain has a slope and is
located in a seismic zone, the design tried to mitigate the use of
retaining walls or excessive foundation work. The first design also
tried to be sensitive to solar and passive design.
This design was presented to the upper management and rejected for
looking like low-income housing. The leadership was mindful of the
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Figure 14 and 17. On-Site Storage
topandleh
Figure 15, Brick InfJill, Kitchen middle
Figure 16. Unformed Foundation
social symbolic implication this design may have as people associate
this housing type with the poor and that was not the equitable
development image they were seeking," The design team was then
asked to revise the design to appear as equitable; this resulted in a
RCC building of three levels which I could only induce came from
the standard for middle income housing. Yet now the upper
management criticized the design because the buildings looked
unattractive and needed "more corners." As a result, the building did
not economize on the structural system, floor to facade ratio, the
thermal benefits of a narrow long buildings, or the priority of local
materials.
Subsequently to the building design approval, the Changiji site was
chosen. Meanwhile, the building type and planning was circulating
through the Council of Ministers for approval when it was suggested
that the housing should each have 2 bedroom units. Although the
units were designed per government specifications for class III and
IV housing standards, the Council of Ministers did not want to deliver
housing that would provoke overcrowding, as it was noted the
Bhutanese people have large households with extended family.
The construction broke ground before much of the site preparation
or specifications were prepared due to public pressures to get the
housing on the market. The DUDH had announced to the public
previously that Changiji would be underway by this calendar period,
but modifications in design directive caused delays and the project
was behind schedule. The decision to begin construction before the
proper preparations were made proved to be costly. Construction bids
were submitted based on available drawings and awarded by the lowest-
bid process. The lowest bid was 38% under cost estimates prepared
by planning and estimating department.' It is also the practice that
budgets are reviewed by the estimating and engineering team which
does not include the architectural team that designed many of the
specifications.
One critical finding that resulted from the observation process is the
concrete cornices that are costly because of the superfluous weight"
and labor costs of the hand formed molds. In the subsequent clusters
Figure 18. - 22. Construction
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wood will be used for the cornice details because the material is less
expensive, is considerably lighter in weight and the implementation is
less labor intensive. It was also found that because each mold is made
by hand from oilcans it was difficult to realize consistent cornices and
they were often damaged.
Management and Supervision
The development is under the management of the DUDH. The
internal management structure has a variety of sub-groups both on-
site and off This management is centralized yet the subgroups each
have distinct responsibilities, and there is little collaboration among
the cost estimators, structural engineers, civil engineers and architects.
The dynamic of this management structure has minimal accountability
distribution among the various groups. For example, as the architectural
team does not review the cost estimate budgets, the estimating team is
the only group accountable for items that do not meet specifications.
The on-site DUDH engineer and management have the challenge of
closely monitoring the construction. The contractor is tempted to
compromise work to meet the budget constraints, as they have
submitted astonishingly low bids. The budget is inflexible to errors
and the request of the site engineer to tear down work deemed sub-
standard is a point of great tension.
Currently, the senior site engineer at Changiji is a UNCHS Volunteer
from Japan with many years of experience. I did not speak with him
as he was out of the country during my field research, but his reputation
is high among the young professionals. He is intolerant of sub-standard
work and poor craftsmanship. One person commented that he was
"unfair" to the Bhutanese, as they are unable to live up to the high
standards he brings from Japan. While it was my impression, he had
just expected them to meet minimum standards specified in their design
specifications and contract bids.
Tools
As the labor is predominantly manual, so are the tools
Materials
The construction is dependent on imported material and labor, with
the exception of the wood and concrete aggregate and sand. The CMU
is use for sheer walls and brick for the remaining walls. The stairs,
balconies", kitchen shelves and bathroom are made with concrete.
The first level, roof structure, door casing, windows and third level
dropped ceiling are constructed from timber milled on site. The doors
are composite engineered wood and lumber frame made at a local
manufacturing wood company. The plumbing and much of the wiring
is from manufacturers in Phuntsholing, the Bhutanese town on the
border of India. And the remaining imported materials are the steel,
connectors, glass, tile, hardware, appliances and fixtures.
Changiji has been designed without flue shafts as it is hoped that the
residents will use electric heaters. Yet the buildings are not insulated
and have extensive outside surface exposure. Considering that it is
low-income households that will occupy the project, it is unlikely that
they will buy electrical heating. Itwas explained that there are higher
running costs associated with electricity, including the cost of the
appliance for each room.
Figure 24. Changiji and the
Surronding Traditional Settlements
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Economics
Cost has been the driving force for many decisions. Meanwhile the
RGB has made substantial investment into the housing capital of the
Thimphu Valley. As this project is highly subsidized, these capital
investments are not sustainable in current practices. The use of eight
different local contractors to build each cluster exhibited the potential
to develop an industry of sub-contractors that coordinate their efforts
and establish private business relationships. The current industry
environment does not foster the safety net, as specialization would
suggest a semi-skilled labor force and mechanization.
Life-Style
The project integrates small shops for rent to activate a vital community
village life and complement the shared community amenities. The car
has been a key driver to the site planning, but infrastructure support
for public transportation on the site is not a priority. The Changiji
housing project is designed for the low-income family households, yet
the four people that I spoke with that were intent on applying for
units were single young men living with roommates that came from
their villages. There was clearly a new excitement in the air and many
of the higher ranked officers who qualify for class II housing are keen
to get a unit at Changiji because, as one person noted, the units were
in many ways built to class IIhousing standards.
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End Notes
IAn Introduction to Traditional Architecture of Bhutan, pg. 246
2 Mind you that the social significance of this decision is not far from the perception of public housing in most any
country.
3 Report DUDH, History Sheet, Government Housing Project, Construction of Residential Building (Type-I) at Changiji,
Thimphu, Signed by the Dr. Executive Engineer 20.20.200 .
4 It was found that 1meter of concrete cornice is equal to one ton of weight.
5After the Marmara earthquake in Turkey Arup did a study on how to improve the structural integrity of existing RCC
structures. They sited the concrete balconies to be of excessive weight and tax the structure. Sanal Architects meeting
notes with Arup, Istanbul, June 200 1.
Illustrations
Figure 1. - 24. Author, 2002
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Chapter 3
Observations and
Conclusions about the
Building Industry
Figure 3.1. Construction Site in
Central Business District During
Moratorium. March 2002
87
This chapter discusses the critical
factors which contributed to the
disconnect between the vision
and action identified in the five
cases studied. At the crux of
effective action is the need for
dynamic leadership,
organizational management,
communication networks, and
information systems. These four
factors are the tissue that bind
resources and management and
each influences the success of a
practice and its ability to be fluid
in its application. This conclusion is shared by many of the practitioners
in Bhutan with whom I had discussions. As an outside observer and
professional colleague, I had a unique opportunity to speak openly
with people in different positions in management and in various
agencies. The following findings are a synthesis of those discussions.
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Many of the causes identified as barriers in achieving the Gross
National Happiness development vision in the construction industry
are being addressed by individual agencies. The three agencies that
stood out were the Standard of Quality Control and Development,
the Construction Development Board and the National Training and
Technical Authority. Each had innovative programs underway, but each
innovative initiative is in the early stages. These agencies and their
work will be highlighted in the recommendations as practice to build
upon.
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Figure 3.2. Different Time Periods of
Construction along Street
The observations focus on the three major themes that recurred in
discussions and reveal a broad range of underlying problems which
contribute to the disconnect between vision and implementation.
Discussions findings are organized around three major themes: 1)
Leadership, Governance and Management, 2) Sources of Information,
and 3) Available Resources and Services, and are presented as a series
of topics each with specific subjects. Each theme begins with a
summary incorporating the key conclusions. The conclusions are
subsequently presented to summarize the most critical barriers to
quality. Because it is difficult to navigate through the complexity of
causes and their interaction, the conclusions have been summarized
as a whole to offer insight into the larger picture. Last, are the future
directions and guiding principles that can lay a foundation to improve
construction quality. These principles are then complemented with
three precedents of institutional initiatives that purposefully improved
quality and delivered housing at different time periods and under
different socio-economic conditions in the American housing industry .
Discussions all began with a basic question:
'What barriers doYOll see inhibiting the buil: environmentfrom achieving
qllality as defined I!J recognizedstandards and alignment uith the GNH
Development Vision. "
And were followed by similar responses:
• There is no land available because 60% of the land is to
remain under forest cover and Bhutan is committed to a
700/0 self-sustainable food production goal both set by His
Majesty the King
There is no timber for construction because the
Government limits the supply available to protect the forest.
Materials are expensive due to high transportation costs for
imported materials.
Bhutan's market is too small to sustain a competitive local
building industry.
Strict Traditional Guidelines for building set by the
government are a problem.
There are not enough national professionals, management
or technical support.
Bhutan is in an earthquake zone (only cited by those with
architectural/ engineering backgrounds)
Interests Rates are too high (only cited by those who make
financial resource decisions)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Major Themes in Discussions ~
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As Thimphu's current population is 50,000, the Bhutanese often share
similar experiences and perceptions. The discussion focused on some
of the topics that people felt must come to the forefront to achieve
their goals for the built environment. Currently, conduits for expressing
their opinions and observations is limited. As the discussions focused
on the.built environment, the views expressed by the Bhutanese should
not be extrapolated further than those development objectives.
The challenge for the RGB to produce a product that embodies the
GNH vision has many dimensions. Leadership is a'key feature identified
in private and public governance literature. Since the RGB perceives
delivering approximately 1,000t units of housing fully serviced each
year for the next 20 years to be a daunting task, they may be ready to
look at management models that can formulate more effective practices.
Role models are infrequent within the Bhutanese context although
the greater world is looking to them as a role model of development.
My encounter with many different stakeholders in Bhutan's housing
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industry led me to believe that current leadership is capable of bridging
the gap between vision and product, yet it is that same leaderships
that is at the crux of the disconnects.
Systems to be explored include the physical infrastructure and the
management practices to facilitate the information flow. Data and
information are essential tools to strengthen capacity. An organizational
structure with management transparency, highly connective networks,
and collaborative environments is the cornerstone of effective
governance in both public and private organizations. Various agencies
in Bhutan exhibit activities at different levels to enhance communication
systems, but they are isolated and limited through the system as a
whole. The extent to which this concept must penetrate throughout
the greater system for it to be effective is critical. Agencies that establish
the infrastructure for communication and embrace management
practices to enable dense links of interconnectivity of stakeholders
have to be effective in the Bhutanese context to reach higher quality in
the construction industry.
Basing regulation on traditional notions that site-planning priorities
should be minimize waste, mitigate negative externalities to the
community or neighbor, and aggregate land for shared amenities will
offer higher quality land consumption. For example, due to the parcel-
by-parcel planning paradigm, side-yards are used for site drainage and
storage. In addition, incentives must be aligned with the goals of
housing development and preferred density. If it is financially beneficial
to keep land underdeveloped then a shortage of housing will persist
and affordability will continue to be a challenge.
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I. Leadership, Governance and Management
"Each finger is working as one and each is very weak. They
would find strength if they came together and to make a fist."
Vision versus Product
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Penetration of Policy
GNH mission principles are intended to guide policy and development
decisions. The targets are still being formulated as development policy
mature, but as the targets gain substance) the information is not
disseminated to inform day-to-day decision-making. When policies
become articulated to the level that can guide practice) the policy intent
remains in the immediate jurisdiction of the policy makers. The
information distributed to the other agencies is the general target
information and often subsequently misconstrued.
This is seen most strikingly in timber resource policy as it relates to
the environmental preservation directive. The Department of Forestry
has set a 60% forest conservation target to meet the policy aim of
enhancing the national identity to nature and to promote an
environmentally driven development approach. Practitioners outside
the Forestry's jurisdiction have interpreted the forest conservation
policy to say,wood products are 'bad' and the use of this local resource
destroys our environment.
However, the Department of Forestry's policy intent is much more
expansive. The policy is intended to demote the use of wood as a fuel
source, introduce new species of wood into the market that are under-
utilized, and employ methods that mitigate unnecessary waste. The
limited communication among agencies has had profound market
impact as it demotes investment into local industries that could be
innovative and effectively utilize this resource.
Negligible attempts were made to have different jurisdictions discuss
I •
and collaborate to optimize policies and achieve complementary
practice. The following four examples are just a few of many examples
in the timber policy that were problematic.
For example:
It is a common misconception that there is a shortage of
timber due to the conservation policy. There is only a
shortage of one species of timber, a conifer that is in
Standard Quality Control Division (SQCD) specifications
and is preferred by contractors. However, there are
abundant amounts of other timber species available. These
other species of wood are considerably less expensive as the Figure 3.3. Residential Construction
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demand is low and much of the already cut species is sitting
in the Forestry's Department Corporation's timber yard. The
other species are not preferred for three reasons: 1) Conifer
can be seasoned in less time on site and a local micro-
industry to pre-season wood is not available. 2) Government
commissions must follow SQCD; and 3) most people,
including the DUDH, do not know that these other species
are available alternatives.
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An estimated 90% of the country uses wood as a primary
heat source.' The wood used comes from approximately
40% of the raw log as it is milled for timber. The
Department of Forestry had approached the Ministry of
Trade and Industry to subsidized the tax on electric heaters
imported from India to encourage people to use electricity.
Neither Ministry contacted the housing or construction
industry to see if there was a local solution for heating
houses, like insulation products or long-life window seals,
that would be a better use of subsidy money. In addition re-
occurring costs of electricity are perceived to be higher than
the cost of wood, yet research has not been conducted to
illustrate whether is a valid conclusion or a misconception.
~
" Figure 3.4. Giant Satellite in Low-
'So income Community
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A tax subsidy was also granted to import corrugated iron
(CI) roofing materials. The subsidy intended to reduce the
use of wood shingles for roofing. The CI material has
consistently been criticized in the discussions of cultural
promotion and heritage and undermines economic self-
sufficiency. Residents both rural and urban prefer the CI if
they have the resources to pay the higher initial costs,
because maintenance costs and less.
Traditional windows are typically constructed on-site by
manual labor. This process is estimated to waste up to 40%
of the seasoned timber.' Pre-manufactured windows, a
process that would practice minimal waste, are more
expensive. I am told that the primary reason that the
windows are more expensive is due to high overhead in cost
of for machinery and high capital costs (approximately
14%) to buy the equipment - imported labor is cheaper.
Fragmented and Integrated Processes:
A highly fragmented and segregated relationship exists between making
policy decisions and the implementing process in departmental
management. Upper management identifies a holistic approach as a
necessary element to an effective construction and housing delivery
industry. The people interviewed noted capacity, lack of role models,
regulatory disincentives, financial means, dissemination of information,
and cultural formalities to be the key factors in preventing a holistic
process. For example the National Cultural Commission Authority is
on the forefront of integrating traditional building practices and
knowledge with contemporary life-styles in their monastery and Dzong
projects. Yet the National Commission for Cultural Affairs (NCCA)
and the Department of Urban Development and Housing (DUDH)
are not exchanging information, lessons learned, and best practices in
any meaningful way. On the contrary, they are often found in conflict
as the DUDH plans a development without proper consideration of
cultural heritage sites.
On the other hand, two role model agencies for integrated practices
are the Standard for Quality Control Division and the Construction
Development Board. Both have energetically reached out to agencies
and practitioners to collect data needed to be effective. In addition to
the data collection efforts, the SQCD formed a special task force of
engineers from various agencies to exchange ideas on how to improve
standards and to understand factors that inhibit improvement of
practice.
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Urban Visions
Not one house could be identified as a prototype for best construction
practices or a model for meeting the vision the contemporary
Bhutanese. The projects that did come to mind for a role model building
practice were viewed as second best. The identification of the National
Schools and the Prototype house for case studies came out of these
discussions. Active efforts from the top leadership to promote the
King's Gross National Happiness Vision has enabled the people to
almost chant verbatim the outlined principles. But when asked to
articulate a vision for a livable urban Thimphu, few people are able to
do this. More challenging to articulating a vision for urban Bhutan is
that residents see urbanism to having negative impact on environmental
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preservation and removing people from their heritage and conclude
urbanism is a path that will not allow them to achieve GNH.
In Christopher Charles Benninger Architects proposed Structural Plan
for the Capital City is the transition from the traditional dream of
self-sufficiency, to the dream of GNH, as the "Bhutanese Wqy to sustain
the Bhutanese Dream.'?' His vision for Bhutan has ample green space
systems that link cultural heritage sites and view corridors as well as
neighborhood nodes to act as the center points for communities in
the Thimphu Valley. Unfortunately, many practitioners viewed this
vision as unrealistic due to land limitations, cooperation by landowners
and capacity of the implementation jurisdictions. Both points of view
for development opportunities and strengths have not yet found
balance. During the time of my field research, the Christopher Charles
Benninger Architects office and their counterparts, the DUDH were
in the initial stages of community feedback workshops, the outcome
of which has yet to come.
Leadership Support and Decision-making
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Leadership Priorities
'Those closestto the sun get the most light. "
The discussions with the various stakeholders consistently note that
the leadership, identified as The Council of Ministers, does not
prioritize the urban built environment in their planning agendas. These
stakeholders perceived the institutional support for their agencies to
be diluted in the shadow of education, health, environmental
conservation and cultural heritage. Currently, there is no representative
for housing and construction that technically sits on the Council of
Ministers." Bhutan has had distinguished achievement in the
aforementioned priorities, but the success of these initiatives efforts
has consequently stimulated the growth of the urban centers.
Meanwhile, industry is seen as a polluting 'evil' of modern
development, resulting in minimal government support for
entrepreneurs wanting to invest in micro-industry. Projects proposed
by the DUDH to use local materials and promote 'a local industry
have been rejected for various reasons including 'it has the appearance
of low-cost housing.' Tax incentives and the use of wood products as
a primary material have likewise been rejected. In result, Thimphu
practitioners understand environmental preservation is valued more
than affordable housing and the negative impacts of imported materials
and labor, yet there is currently no vision, proposal, or model that can
guide both leadership and practitioners that achieves balance both aims.
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Decision-making Feedback Loop
"It is easier to say no than make a thoughtful decision"
Many housing development proposals and policies are presented to
the Council members aimed at sustainable development. As a formal
traditional hierarchy is observed by management to review proposals,
the lower-management is removed from the presentation and follow-
up approval process. The outcome of this dynamic of interaction has
been that the decisions given from the upper leadership are perceived
as discretional. One problem is the lack of a professional community
that has some lobbying power.
For example:
Design modifications assigned to the DUDH design team
for final Minister of Council approvals at Changiji were the
antithesis of the original aims of the project. The
development targeted low-income housing for government
officers and the private market. That low-income housing is
a sound investment with a modest return. Construction cost
was a priority and hence the design team proposed simple
bar buildings of two levels that could be made with local
materials and that met the Class III and IV standards - one
bedroom. These designs were not accepted and they were
instructed that units be two bedroom, and charged to
redesign the buildings with more corners as they were too
simple." These revisions dictated by the upper-management
and leadership because hey were concerned about over-
Figure 3.5. Bamboo Construction
Site Fence top leR
Figure 3.6. Bamboo Scaffolding
above
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crowding in one-bedroom units, and they did not want to be
perceived as providing housing that 'looked poor'. Yet, these
changes had high cost implications, so much so the project
is now subsidized housing.
Another example given frequently by people outside the
DUDH was the recent decision by the National Assembly to
limit the number of 'temporary' Indian laborers that a
construction project could import. 7 There is a growing
criticism of imported labor and advocacy for a national
labor force. The decision was made autonomously and
before an investigation of the national labor force is
available, without consulting the local contractors on best
ways to begin a shift in labor supply, and without
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compensation to contractors for expenses resulting from the
fact that national labor is nearly double the cost of imported
labor. As a result, practitioners and professionals view the
regulation as unrealistic and punitive,"
Fonna/ities
Bhutan is top down decision-making culture. The traditional formalities
to address ones elders are observed in contemporary management
practices. The Bhutanese identify the elaborate multi-tiered decision-
making process as one that dilutes constructive feedback given by the
upper-management and leadership as well as it is intimidating to young
professionals. As management is currently practiced, this dynamic
makes feedback so convoluted that by the time decisions and directions
get back to the entry level professional, it is often reduced to "rejected".
The information flow in the reverse direction also becomes enigmatic
to the leadership because a complex web of protocol observed. As is
dearly articulated by the upper-management, the path to operative
leadership is not only the role of the top, but also the bottom. The
upper management seeks leadership from the young professionals to
make alternative and insightful proposals. But the young professionals
often lack the confidence to instigate proposals or perceive the risk of
provoking discussions that may challenge existing policies to be too
great. Of greater concern, it was implied in discussions that it was not
the formalities that were suffocating the flow of communication as
much as the managers and how those hierarchies were unduly leveraged.
Role Models
"So you have found what the rest of us already know, it is all on
paper."
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This was a far too common sentiment in the discussions with the
people who are involved with the implementation of development.
They felt that some policies were more on the dimensions of rhetoric
than purposeful policy. These disconnect appeared in the built
environment. For instance, despite the government's mandate to
maintain cultural continuity, utilize local labor'? , promote local materials
and practice environmental sustainability, their construction sites are
among the worst violators of these practices. Many explanations are
made, mostly cost, but the government does not position their practices
to establish the precedent for best practices and set the standard in
the Bhutanese context. As the RGB seeks to learn from international
precedent, comparable models of climate, population size, terrain,
seismic condition or development goals are not integrated in the
decision-making process.
Housing projects do not actively practice a continuous process that
build on the knowledge learned from past experience. This is seen in
comparing the practices of the Prototype House built in 1985, Case
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Study No.2 to the Changiji project under construction in 2002, Case
Study No.5. The Prototype house prioritized the establishment of a
national labor force and the use of local materials, yet Changiji employs
imported labor and does not prioritize enhancements on local materials.
In addition, the Prototype house tried to demonstrate innovative was
to conserve timber and use passive energy, yet it was not seen as
successful and 15 years later the windows for Changiji are made in the
traditional fashion that uses timber inefficiently.
Communication and Dissemination
Communication Networks
Each party I spoke with identified dissemination of information as a
key priority and a means to positively effect change. There are lessons
to be taken from Bhutan's private sector which appears to be higWy
connected and self-organizing. This is exhibited in the push for a
recognized Contractor's Association of Bhutan. Although these private
organizations are highly competitive, they see that there is great benefit
in information sharing that offers insight into improved practices and
increasing the proficiency of their outcomes. The agencies that are
embracing new modes of communication within their jurisdiction,
increasing outreach to other agencies, and incorporating the residents
and private sector into their practice have realized some innovative
practices as follows:
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• The Standard Quality Control Division presently has on its
agenda the distribution of manuals and information
brochures for the public. They also are investigating the
possibility of commercial television technical programming
to target the public that are not literate or have limited
access to brochures.
The Construction Development Board's primary role is to
facilitate the communication between the government
agencies and the private sector contractors for deliberation,
information and reputability.
For the next five year plan, the National Commission
Cultural for 'Affairs has asked for a planrting brief of all the
Regional Municipalities (Dzongha) projects or proposals to
assess and plan how their agency can better service their
needs.
Forestry Development Corporation is initiating a marketing
department with the aim of informing outside agencies and
private markets (their clients) about their services, products
and potential for growth opportunities.
•
•
•
Target Groups
The Royal Government of
Bhutan is the largest patron of
construction projects and the
Department of Urban
Development and Housing is the
largest housing developer. That
has resulted in the majority of
communication and outreach
practices by the RG B being
targeted at their own internal
groups and communities. The
'single home builder' is the
second actor in providing
housing. Currently they are the
least informed in building
construction and vulnerable to
sub-standard practices. The
Bhutanese take the position that people should do as they please with
their land as long their plans meet regulations. Although this seems
like an equitable approach, after building design is approved, follow-
up is at a minimum to ensure the approved designs guide the
construction. The building inspectors that are available have faced
difficulty appealing to the owners and contractors to redo sub-standard
work. This was attributed to their lack of status as a low-level officer
and the nepotism (Bhutanese call this Kidu Culture) in such a small
community - it ~snot in the interest of a Bhutanese to be the 'bad guy'
in a community, or to challenge one's elders. Consequently, single-
homebuilders are supplying the private market rather unregulated and
building with minimum regard for regulation, quality of structural
specifications, or site maintenance to mitigate negative externalities
on adjacent properties. The
"people seek to be mentored by
the government, yet this
approach assumes that the
government be the model for
best practice and to invest in adult
education programs for non-
government organizations,
practitioners and private
residents.
Figure 3.9. Unfinished Slabs with no
Railings and Occupied
Figure 3.10. Material Storage
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II. Local Knowledge,
Mindset and
Sources
'We are villagers and
do not know how to
build urban buildings"
Management is one of the two
primary inputs of the quality
model presented. It is the
organizational structure that
directs how the resources are
utilized and standards can be
reintegrated into the practice.
Management practices establish
and modify standards, but
management practice cannot modify the GNH Vision directly. Yet,
management can affect tradition via changes in standards or through
refinement of cultural patterns.
Establishment
The planning of the urban centers began in the 1960's when the
government established a 'friendship' alliance with India. This
relationship ensured their sovereignty and offered protection against
China, their northern neighbor. This relationship was the catalyst for
the rapid development in the years to come. The diplomatic relationship
offered financial support, technical expertise and established the
administration needed to shift
from an agrarian economy to a
modern economy. Although the
Indian presence as did not
penetrate the polity itself, it had
great influence on the
administrative and management
framework that is practiced
today. I I
Figure 3.11. Single-Homebuilder
RCC and Masonry Construction
with Imported Labor above
Figure 3.12. Manual Stone Cutting
with Imported Labor be/ow
The 'Indian System'
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After forty years, the exchanges
have had significant ramification
on the construction industry.
Although many development
practices are based on the
Bhutanese approach or on
international models;'! the
construction industry is
systematically grounded on the practice adopted from the 'Indian
System'. This includes education of professionals, technical practices,
materials, financial structure, tenure, building codes, labor resources,
planning policy, and regulations. Because the materials, methods, and
process are foreign to Bhutan's culture, their ability to engage the
practice and improve on the system is very limited; this may account
for the awkward demeanor of these buildings.
Inputs and Knowledge
An artisan copies, if you onlY kl101Vhow to copy, then yOJI don't know
a'!Ything andyou can'tprogress... '3
During the last 20 years the RGB has been assertivly trying to replace
the Indian technical support with recently graduated Bhutanese
professionals and administrative personnel with local education. This
approach only changes the cultural make-up the person who embodies
the knowledge, not the knowledge, materials, labor, and regulations
that were adopted 'whole cloth'. This piecemeal approach to Bhutanize
the 'Indian System' seems ineffective because of the inherent concerns
of the Bhutanese to establish practices that ensure they do not 'look
like India.' What elements of India the Bhutanese do not want to look
like is not clear, however it is clear that they do not find India to be the
appropriate role model for Bhutan to follow Many Bhutanese feel
they are left with no other alternative than this paradigm since the
RGB has portrayed local industries as polluters, failed to regulate wages
for imported labor!" and has established RCC as a preferred building
practice for urban housing. However, the problem is more challenging
than just policy and regulation because the practices have been
systematically placed at every level of practice, with the exception of
the Traditional Architectural Guidelines and the Council of Ministers.
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The following factors consistently came up in conversations as to what
mechanisms ensure that the majority of inputs are imported. It is
assumed that Bhutan cannot compete with the low costs of production
in India because India has lower wage standards, better access to
equipment and a larger economic base due to their large population.
They also note that India can produce things cheaper because they
exploit their natural resources. Most importantly, as the professionals
in Bhutan receive their knowledge from India, they are more familiar
with the RCC and the subsequent Indian codes and regulations. This
is further compounded as RCC is an imported practice, the best people
to implement the work is the Indian laborer because they are already
familiar with the material.
I t became clear how deeply the dependence on India hinders any
innovation or improvements in the building industry. For example,
one reason that is given for not applying insulation products to achieve
higher thermal efficiency and reduce life-cycle costs, was that "Calcutta
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Figure 3.13. Oil Cans used for
Traditional Guideline Cornices lop
len
Figure 3.14. Example of unskilled
Form Work withOil Cans lop dghl
Figure 3.15 Typical Column
Formwork middle
Figure 3.16 Large Scale
Construction invests in Basic
Mechanical Equipement. bot/om
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is a warm climate and they do not make insulation." This simple
comment exhibited the urgency need to provide materials that are
sensitive to the local climate, culture, traditional labor/technical
knowledge and local materials.
I was keen to have a discussion with the Ministry of Trade and Industry
on ways local materials and private industry could be encouraged to
change this paradigm. They responded to my request by noting that
they do not promote the local building material industry. Although, it
was mentioned in one discussion that an outside consultant was
commissioned years back to study the potential for local micro-industry.
The report was thought to suggest a variety of micro-building industries
that ultimately provoked a local concrete block unit manufacturer in
Phuntsholing.
Establishment of Traditional Guidelines
IIUlTedid not want to look like every otherplace in the norld, so we developed
stringen: traditional designguidelines that incorporate the (essentialelements'
of Bhutanese architecture into all bui/dingfafades. "
As described in the adoption of the 'Indian System' above, it is no
wonder that the urban buildings made of RCC are seen to look like
Indian buildings with an applique of Bhutanese styled traditional
features in windows, cornices, and roofs. The Traditional Architectural
Guidelines were established by the RGB in the 1980's to ensure that
the traditional architectural aesthetic was not lost to modern practices.
Through a series of workshops and discussion groups made up of
national architects, Bhutan's cultural heritage experts, recognized
traditional craftsman and the built environment professionals, the
guidelines identified the essential elements of the Bhutanese traditional
architecture. The DUDH or a local City Corporation was the regulatory
authority designated to implement the guidelines.
This task force continues to meet to discuss the challenges and debate
on how to improve the guidelines. The guidelines receive continuous
criticism by the regulating parties, private contractors, residents and
professionals. They argue that the guidelines add an excessive cost to
construction which results in the traditional elements being executed
with minimal care. The use of a traditional Bhutanese wood cornice
articulation applied to RCC construction is purely an aesthetic element
and is counter to the material properties of RCC -especially for
seismic design. The cornice in traditional timber construction had a
critical structural function to transfer cantelievered loads, but in RCC
construction it is an outrageous additional structural load at 1 ton of
excess weight per 1 linear meter of wall!". The RCC cornice feature is
made on-site with forms made from oilcans that are labor intensive.
Opponents of the current guidelines argue that traditional windows
and doors use of timber is excessive. The windows inhibit natural
light and reduncancy wood components in the window frame.
Despite the debate about the guidelines, the same stakeholders that
criticize the current regulations are strongly compelled to build cities
that express their unique culture and uphold the regulation as an
appropriate enabler. The professionals view policy and tradition as "a
natural process" that should not be forced or contrived.
Information Sources: Myths, Experience and Data
"Look Lah, experience has told us this"
Few reports or data existed, and when they were available the agency
that. rendered the study seemed very hesitant to disseminate the
information. So if insight is found or innovation is made - few see it.
The other organizational framework for data collection was the
international aid organizations that sponsor research for their own
agendas. It was infrequent that departments hired consultants or
conducted internal analytical studies on their own. In addition,
departments did not feel they had the time-to collect information with
their current workloads nor was budget allocated to conduct the
research.
Many assumptions that guide decisions are based on 'experience', yet
few professionals have over ten years experience and even fewer
developed professionally under a mentor or persons of expertise. There
is also a startling complacency amongst professionals about making
decisions based on assumptions. Hence many barriers that are thought
to be determinants are actually myths that persist because studies are
not taken to overcome those barriers.
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The following are four specific myths that follow suit:
• Industry is not sustainable because the local market for
housing will cease to be there after housing is supplied to
the population.
• RCC or steel is the only viable construction method in
seismic zones for dense housing settlements.
• Modern kitchens and Bathrooms must be enclosed in
concrete for sustainability.
III. Availability and Productivity of Resource
The Site, Land and House
Recent History
There is limited land available to construct housing in Bhutan for the
following reasons: steep terrain, 60% requirement of forest cover,
and the limited availability of productive agricultural land. The limited
buildable land is not a new challenge to the Bhutanese. The people
have historically had limited land available as reflected in the pattern
of traditional settlements, As subsistence farmers, the tradition was to
cluster the housing, cooperatively own amenities; and share the
availability of surrounding local resources, like commons for grazing.16
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Due to the Bhutanese heritage of subsistence farming, the people
relate economic self-sufficiency and the notion of household security
to be one in the same; if you are self-sufficient you are secure. To the
Bhutanese, control of local resources and proprietorship is essential
to this doctrine. This mind-set is embedded in the 'Bhutanese Dream'
and reiterated in the greater vision for the Bhutanese nation as being
economically self-sufficient and a sovereign nation. As a result of
limited land availability, the urban planning department has set a target
of four level multi-tenant building types as an ideal to align land capacity
and growth expectations.
The Bhutanese view ownership as essential to household security. The
fundamental displeasure in rental units was lack of control on ones
environment. Currently, the renters have limited rights to tenure or
privacy. In the private rental markets, the owner of the property can
ask the tenant to leave at any time and the owner views the tenant as
one who lives 'in their house'. Currently there is not a legal foundation
for condominium type leasing of structures and agreements for owners
and renters are casual. Providing a more structured legal framework is
currently a priority of the DUDH.
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Land Efficiency
The historic practices of land-use prioritized efficiency through a keen
understanding of available resources and knowledge. This historic
knowledge of land-use was not transferred to be the foundation of
site-planning regulations practiced today. Current regulations have been
adopted from the Indian standards that are based on natural light,
utility services, and fire prevention. The only Bhutanese influence is
the specified veranda roof that needs special site considerations for
drainage. This specification of large overhang is a greater fire risk and
the roof drainage is not integrated in the building system. The Indian
practice is also a parcel-by-parcel density approach. This approach
limits the ability to maximize the aggregate programmable land as
traditionally assumed. For instance, pooling the use of a septic system
or site drainage that are attributed to the limit site coverage. The current
regulations only allow for such practices to be undertaken by a single
developer. With little data on land ownership, parcel lines, etc., it is
difficult to assess the feasibility of delivering housing, yet it is not the
land itself that is not available.
Incentives for Development
Although everyone believes there is a land shortage, there are many
large and small fully serviced sites in central Thimphu that are under-
developed. The lack of incentive for developing such land has been a
point of contention between the planners and landowners. There have
been proposals to increase the taxes on under-developed land in the
service core. The increase would be just enough to shift the financial
margin in favor of development. The argument for the proposal is
that the government is subsidizing the individual landowner's other
investment opportunities.
Figure 3.17. New Construction with
Intentions to Expand in the Future
and Rammed Earth Ruin on the
Right.
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Most people claim that this under-utilized land is government owned,
speculative investment or not developed for 'auspicious reasons. ' Other
persons noted two critical dynamics embedded in assumptions on land
markets:
• The government has recently begun to implement its power
of eminent domain, while compensating land owners at 1/3
of the market value; this has provoked landowners to sell in
fear that they will be forced into a government taking.
• There is much speculation that the shortage of land will
offer a high return on investment.
Private Sector Labor and Service
YOudo not need to know technical information to be a contractor. Thimphu
is a small community. 11m can alwqysfind someoney011 arefiends with to
ask at!}thingyou do not know.
Labor
The character of the Bhutanese work ethic and technical ability is a
constraint for the construction industry. The Ministry of Health and
Education has recognized this barrier and had begun a tour to the
country's national schools to promote the notion of a work ethic in
the next generation. The NITA has the task of providing the technical
knowledge and training craftsman, including the thirteen traditional
crafts. Between these two efforts, it is hoped a working classwill emerge
and provide a skilled employment base and economic stimulus for the
urban centers. The NITA foresees a work force of 50,000 able workers
who are unemployed if market conditions, knowledge base and
disposition towards labor in the local economy do not shift.
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On the other hand, the Ministry of Labor is seen to do little in assisting
contractors in identifying local labor pools. A centralized place has
not been established for contractors and workers to link skills with
employment, nor is there protection for employee-employer
misconduct. What does this mean? These factors have a negative effects
on work productivity and are a disincentive for the private sector. One
suggestion made was to have labor unions or centralized organizations
that service these connections. They felt the cost of that service would
balance the unproductive running costs of employment identification
and training. It could also facilitate a more secure financial environment
for the employer and the worker.
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Imported labor is a critical development issue because these workers
are not secured with wage protection, housing standards, or access to
health and education. They are not included in the vision of Bhutan
and their commitment to the practice is based on their ability to collect
a wage higher than the areas they are from. It is odd that Bhutan has
become so dependent on this labor force since the only technical
Figure 3.18 - 3.20. Illustrations of
Sub-Standard Construction Typical
in Thimphu and Increasing
Maintenance Costs Over Time
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capacity the Indian laborer offers the construction industry is familiarity
with the methods employed in RCC.
As the government seeks equitable development, it seems that they
revisit the actual cost of the imported labor on the urban services and
environment. It may appear insignificant, but they are housed on
construction sites and in temporary labor camps with no services"
and must be transported on over-taxed roads. Contractors claim their
constrained budgets and the lack of trained Bhutanese do not allow
them to hire locally. If an analysis of cost to RGB was conducted, the
government may find that they subsidize this labor force in the long-
run and that this subsidy is enough to increase construction budgets
and hire local labor.
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Budgets
'%u get nbatyotl pqy for!"
Contract bids are awarded to the lowest bidder by both the
government18 and the private-homebuilder. It is well known by all
parties that, in order to achieve this bid, the contractor will have to cut
many corners and compromise quality for cost at every opportunity.
There is little argument from anyone that the bid process is a dangerous
compromise to the outcome of the work. Mitigating this approach is
a priority of the SQCD, but the policy has not changed in government
practices and will be even harder to regulate in the private market. The
SQCD will propose to the Ministry of Finance that for bid evaluation
there should be a distinction made between 'lowest value' and 'lowest
evaluated value'. The later would account for more assurance of quality,
management, testing and use of national labor. The SQCD needs to
get the attention of the Audit Board to accept these practices and
understand the damage their current policies promote.
Liability
Although the DUDH and TTC seemed committed to their
responsibility to expedite permits and get development underway, the
government paperwork is found to be long and inefficient. Between
budgets faced with tight schedules and high capital costs, the slow
processing of the papers is suffocating the construction industry.
Practitioners find that the government is aware of this leverage and
tends to use it as such. This inefficiency of government is not only
true for the construction industry, but many residents complained how
the government has little motivation to expedite paper work in various
other agencies. They also are clear that it often takes calling family or
friends to ensure a minimal response. This favor system is from a
historic system known as Kidu Culture. So the question becomes, who
is liable for the costs of slowness?
Is the government liable if something happens to these tenants if
they did not inspect the buildings properly? This is a great concern to
the Thimphu City Corporation. They suggest information and liability
should be distributed amongst the homeowner, contractor (often the
same in this case), services (architect and engineers), and the
government with the later taking on the least risk. Currently, the risks
fall heavily on the DUDH and the TCC. Responsibility is not distributed
to all the stakeholders, such as insurance companies, mortgage holders,
tenants, owners, contractors, and architectural / engineering consultants.
No legal framework or code of conduct is in place for each party to
utilize and distribute the liability and mitigate the risks.
The RGB is interested in shifting liability to the professional
consultants. As a typical fee structure for architectural services in only
one percent of construction costs, this is unlikely to occur. These fees
Figure 3.21. Aggregate and Cement
Mixed on Sidewalk and Carried to
Formwork.
Figure 3.22. Integration of Plumbing
Systems
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cannot cover construction administration, design specifications or any
services beyond approval submission. As the insurance companies
and mortgage holders have limited requirements for standards, the
responsibility lies with the owner and their commitment to standards
of quality. The notion of risk sharing is circular and is a self-regulating
system that ensures the other stakeholders have fulfilled their
responsibility. If every stakeholder understands the rules and standards
of conduct, it can be very effective and relieve the RGB of many
current liabilities
Concluding Critical Causes
'%11 cannot point thefinger at onefactor, department, poliry or element;
each element is inter-related and dependen: on the others suaess. '}\9
A complex web of factors contribute to the ability of the built
environment to achieve its full potential in Bhutan. Many stakeholders,
government divisions and international agencies are involved directly
or indirectlyr" As with topics of broad scope where extensive research
has not been undertaken, the conclusions offer insight into areas that
need further exploration, not a blueprint for the next steps. The insights
presented are initial observations based on discussions with
practitioners and highlight the concerns, practices and suggestions that
they have expressed in the discussions. This struggle to achieve a
'quality' built environment is one that all cities face and efforts to
articulate best practices within Bhutan's particular context can provide
insight into problems that impact urban architecture around the globe.
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Fragmented Practices
Centralized Management
The government has established decentralization as a guiding principle
in the Royal Government of Bhutan 2020 vision. This approach to
governance is grounded in the historic foundations of self-governing
subsistence farming communities dispersed throughout the country.
In the organizational management of contemporary governance, one
way decentralization has been realized is in the autonomy given to
government agencies. Yet this process of decentralization did not
include a separate decision-making process that was found in the
traditional self-governing communities.
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The autonomy of agencies is coupled with centralized decision-making
management. In turn, responsibility is allocated to a small few and not
distributed among the department professionals and does not utilize
their respective expertise. To further accentuate the division of
decision-making and accountability, a very formal traditional hierarchy
is observed in professional governance practices. This management
Figure 3.23. Early Spring Morning
with Smoke from Wood Burning
Fireplaces and Kitchens, Thimphu
Figure 3.24. View of Police Housing,
Thimphu
management environment discourages practitioners from taking
ownership of their ideas and collecting the additional information to
make informed decisions. The decision-makers are also typically
removed from the implementation process. The effect of this decision-
making structure is that insightful implementation knowledge is not
directly linked to policy and regulatory decisions. Meanwhile the
different agencies in the RGB are very competitive for limited resources
and agency performance is measured as autonomous agents not as a
partner in a greater organization. This competition is a disincentive
for agencies to cooperate and fractures communication among the
respective jurisdictions.
In addition to the centralization of management, the Bhutanese labor
force has moved to the Thimphu area to compete for government
jobs. The RGB offers a premium
employment opportunity for
government officers. An officer
is ensured pay, is difficult to
discharge, can obtain subsidized
housing, ahd is offered benefits
not available to the private market
- like a pension fund ..As the
private sector employer cannot
sustain ineffective employees, the
employment opportunities are
typically much more demanding.
Micro-industries'" have a hard
time competing for good labor
because they do not have equal
access to benefit packages
(subsidized housing or pension
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fund plans) or the ability to guarantee pay.22 This has effected the
built environment in a number of ways, but most strikingly in the
urban migration's focus on government center sand the difficulty the
private market faces in competition for labor.
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Few Partnerships
Partnerships between government agencies and/or public-private
organizations are infrequent.
The government projects a feeling of distrust to the private sector,
assuming their motives are solely for profit. Although the private sector
does need to make a profit, this archetype of the private sector has
inhibited the RGB from advocating the private market as the
predominant housing provider. This inhibition is exhibited in
numerous disincentives for private sector investment in the local
economy. The Department of Urban Development and Housing
(DUDH), does understand that the private sector can be a valuable
resource and partner for implementing policy, housing and obtaining
information. The private sector and DUDH in the past have suggested
policies and regulations coupled with recommendations to encourage
the private sector, but the government leadership has viewed these
proposals as cor/cessions, not incentives.
Yet, it was interesting to discover that many of the successful large,
private businesses in Bhutan had been started by the government and
then transferred to the private sector at a critical point in the
corporation's development. The micro-industries have not received
similar institutional support. The practitioners in the private sector
that I spoke with were very keen to engage the government in
discussions to come to some mutually beneficial solutions, but the
RGB remains hesitant. This hesitation affects the mindset of the private
sector and manifests as indecision about investment in the local
economy.
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Government and Non-Government Practice
While the government develops housing to supply the housing shortage
in the Thimpu region, they only rent to government officers. Yet, the
government is unquestionably the largest urban housing provider in
the country despite the fact that they do not serve the private sector.
For these development projects and the institutional building and civic
projects the RGB commissions, various standards and practices have
been set as guideline for agencies. As each department is responsible
for their building procurements, the government publishes manuals
to guide agency management practices and financial performa. One
of the roles of the Construction Development Board (CDB) is to
track contractor services and performance to assist agencies in
determining an appropriate contractor. None of these published
practices or modes of disseminating information focused on the single-
home builder and private organizations that need information on
equivalent practices and guiding models.
This lack of information spilling into the private arena was a concern
of the Standard and Quality Control Division (SQDC) as they are
currently brainstorming ways to get information to these target
communities. Many Bhutanese still limited in reading and writing,
although this will quickly change in the generation to come, it is still a
challenge for the current administration. Overall, the effort of the
RGB to disseminate information was internally focused.
The government concedes the autonomy of the single-homebuilder,
as this has been the traditional relationship of government to private
property. Modern government does intervene in the initial design to
ensure compliance with site planning regulations and traditional
guidelines, and with electrical and structural approvals. Although
regulations specify inspections at critical moments in construction,
due to the current lack of capacity of the local regulating bodies, this
is not practiced consistently. The single-homebuilder, a significant
participant in the housing market, is given little guidance in identifying
suitable contractors and insufficient protection to hold contractors
and workmen accountable to specifications and regulations. Nor does
the RGB offer substantial support for conflict resolution o~f
professional misconduct by the contractor or inversely by the owner.
This relationship positions reputable contractors to prefer government
commissions as that environment offers the parties recourse.
Assumptions and Decisions
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Information and Dissemination
There is little data or information available to local practitioners.
Funding, time constraints, and capacity of current personnel limit the
ability of the RGB to collect, synthesize and disseminate needed
information resources. The lack of information available to
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practitioners means that many decision are based on assumptions.
These assumptions range from the capacity of the Thimphu Valley to
accommodate population growth to the availability of wood, and even
includes misconceptions and prejudice about structural systems. Most
people share these same assumptions which has led to such information
being widely viewed as accurate. As assumptions are often incorrect
they are notorious for increasing investment risk, fostering insecurities,
and can often ensure an obstacle will persist.
For instance:
• If it is assumed that all building products must be made
from one species of timber, then innovation using other
species of timber abundantly available will not occur.
• If it is assumed the land available cannot accommodate
expected population growth, then the market overvalues
land and widens the gap in affordability.
• Because it is assumed there is no market, investors are
discouraged; this creates economically inefficient markets.
The opportunities are there but are not taken.
• A business plan that can only make projections based on
assumptions is high risk and higWy volatile.
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Risk and Housing Market
It is telling that the recently established Pension Board in Bhutan does
not see it fit to invest in the local economy at this point in time due to
what they call unforeseen risks. They have expressed interest in
participating in a real estate industry, but without the data to assess
risk they hesitate. Although recently the DUDH and the Board have
begun investigating potential low-income housing investment
opportunities. The Pension Board decisions are not very different from
the typical Bhutanese homeowner as they both prioritize long term
security with lower returns. This is apparent in the single-builder
housing market as a annual return for a rental unit is approx. 5%23 , yet
the future value, security to shelter and a limited income compensates
the low annual returrr", When it comes to making choices on where
to live, the reinforced concrete construction (RCC) is thought to yield
higher rents than traditional houses and is therefore preferred by
investors. The RGB has expressed interest in modifying this traditional
relationship to encourage private investment but the lack of role-model
micro-industries - including a real estate industry - the lack of
available data on market dynamics and the current financial
disincentives discourage first steps.
Currently, multi-tenant housing is limited to rental units and is not
cooperatively owned, although the owner often occupies one of the
units. One assumption made by the government is that owners will
build their property to the highest standards available as it is in their
Figure 3.26. Bamboo Lattice and
Corrugated Iron as Cladding
Figure 3.27. Typical Traditional
Decoration on Bamboo to Cover
Roof Storage Area and Wood.
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best interest to the increase the
property value. I questioned this
behavior since most single-
homebuilders are on a very
limited budget and incentives
shift from self to income
generator. The renters and
owners are also subjected to
unstable tenancy without
institutional recourse. Owners
often evict tenants on the basis
of getting a potentially higher
paying renter or renters leave
without proper notice to seek
lower rental opportunities. Both
renters and owners seem
disappointed with this tenuous
relationship.
Cost and Affordability.
It is assumed that to attract private investment into the real estate
market, the focus should target a reduction in total construction cost.
Yet construction cost margins for RCC are already showing signs of
maximized cost reductions because of fierce market competition. None
the less, there are areas where costs could be reduced that are
overlooked because they are presumed as given conditions of practice.
For example, the over design of RCC foundations and the
superstructure intended to mitigate poor quality of material, labor
and supervision: The presumption made by practitioners is the only
resources available to build urban housing are substandard materials
and labor imported from India. Another example of cost vs. better
practice is the lengthy construction schedules that increase capital costs
to accommodate a menial labor force.
The overall objective of the RGB is to make housing affordable, but
the current approach to achieving this aim is a project-by-project line
item focus, rather than nurturing the overall local economy that would
support an affordable housing industry. One model of building practice
that attempts to focus on the later approach to affordability is seen in
the National Schools development, Case Study No.3. The ultimate
affordability of the schools was refined over many decades through
continual feedback from stakeholders, knowledge and observation.
The discussions aimed to improve practices and build schools that
were sustainable and reflected the national heritage.
Resources and Role Models
Bhutanization and Standards
Bhutanizationv is the process by which a practice, standard or material
is incorporated into the national resource base. RCC is unable to
Bhutanize because it is perceived by the nationals as a given or a
wholesale good imported from India. The standard is not directed by
the Gross National Happiness development vision, but imported as a
condition to modernize. The RCC was sold to them as a 'good' or
product and not as a practice that Bhutan would synthesize with their
local resources. The complacency to use this 'product' by the
practitioners will not allow the Bhutanese to take ownership of its
practice.
The 'Indian System,' having been adopted forty years ago, is deeply
rooted in the resource base and knowledge practices of Bhutan. These
practices were never effectively absorbed into the culture and hence
have not matured to be a process that can fulfill the aims of the
Bhutanese. As Bhutan is well aware, in order to achieve their vision
they will need to take ownership of the practice and establish
appropriate standards for their context. Replacing the foreign
consultants with Bhutanese professionals who share the exact same
knowledge base only allows the same practices to persist. The
importation of materials and labor and the symbiotic relationship
between the two hinders the Bhutanese in establishing entry level labor
positions. In addition, the materials imported are designed for another
context and compromise the integrity of the building as the materials
are not responsive to the cold climate and terrain of the local context.
Yet the impact importing materials has on economic self-sufficiency,
the environmental costs of road construction, contributing to the
pollution of others environments and utilizing imported labor and
resources to standards are all factors that need further analysis.
Over the past two decades, the 3-level RCC has been established as
the standard for multi-tenant housing from the pattern of practices
by the Department of Urban Development and Housing to provide
officer housing in Thimphu. External policy relations with India,
assumptions of lifestyle and capacity of the government are factors
that have been noted to set this pattern. This pattern has persisted
despite the view of professionals that the imported materials and the
labor are sub-standard. Yet, they perceive that they have no alternative
but to import because their small population size, low expected growth,
preservation oriented environmental policy and available skill sets do
not stage an economically viable local market.
RCC was introduced to Bhutan as a set kit of parts: Indian knowledge,
Indian regulations, Indian materials and Indian labor. These practices
Figure 3.28. Simple Masonry House
With Wood Truss, but Opportunity
for Prefabricated Components.
Figure 3.29. Windows
premanufactured on site with and
stored.
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have been systematically placed as a whole, as exhibited by the
Bhutanese building practices that can only utilize these combined
'parts'. The education of the Bhutanese to this way of thinking has
extended the distance the built environment must cover to incorporate
knowledge based on Bhutan's own traditions.
The Bhutanese believe that the only Indian laborers can execute the
construction because they possess the skills to command the material
inputs and specifications of RCC construction. This next level of
removal from dominion further exacerbates the challenge to Bhutanize
the practice.
The Traditional Architectural Guidelines established to counter the
"incursion of industrialization and modernization'?" ('Reinforced
Concrete Construction) resulted in a regulation that are a financial
disincentive. The RGB's concept was to "promote the kingdom's
distinct identity" through the representation elements on the facade
but the effort was not extended to the practices that made the building
in the first place. This approach to cultural continuity is also not aligned
with the RGB's notion that culture is a natural process creating
environments to enable the transfer of knowledge technologies
partnered with traditions.
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The inability for this practice to Bhutanize despite its acceptance as a
standard for housing, validates the point that quality comes from the
continuation of traditional practice in so far as innovation can be
absorbed into those practices and owned by the culture. People
continue to see this RCC construction as a manufactured 'good' of a
modern urban lifestyle and not a model of Bhutanese contemporary
culture; this should be explicit in the aims of the practice.
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Role of RegUlation
The current focus of the government is to improve building
construction is towards better regulation. There is great merit in
establishing this framework, but in the context of implementation,
regulation is a tool and not a solution. It is well established by planning
theory that voluntary regulation is more effective than enforced
regulation. This is a similar paradigm as the Royal Government of
Bhutan's approach to culture continuity being a natural process and
not a forced process. The government practices their concept through
education programs like 'Scout'. The approach that is being practiced
with regards to culture may be more cognitive in achieving voluntary
regulation (customary practices) and have less long-term demands on
the agencies that have to administer regulations. It may also facilitate
new methods and technologies being Bhutanized and more expressive
of the residents who would 'own' the knowledge.
It is important to reinforce why
the practice of construction will
continue to produce sub-standard
quality no matter how many
regulations the RGB institutes. A
majority of the practices for
construction are inherently
misaligned with the Development
Vision for Bhutan, as seen in the
evaluation of Case Study No.5,
Changiji . The case exhibited the
worst practice based on the
measures of quality. For example
the materials are not recyclable,
the construction is heavily
dependent on imported
resources with minimal
contribution to the local economy nor does the housing standard from
RCC evolve from local knowledge. Meanwhile, housing construction
has much to learn from the National Schools projects that began over
two decades ago with RCC and today uses local materials and
knowledge base. The schools are further strengthened by the
collaborative approach that integrated the incentives, knowledge, and
skills of the stakeholders in guiding this practice from conception.
The DUDH, on the other hand, is in search of the perfect product;
the answer to all their problems. This attitude explains why prototype
projects that fail in certain objectives while succeeding in others may
not continue. As the Bhutanese know well, environments are
transcendental and hence the practices must be as well to respond to
change. Once it is a fixed model and can no longer respond to the
environmental changes itwill be obsolete, as seen in stagnate evolution
of Case Study No.1, the Traditional House.
Local Micro-Industries
"Even if there is a market now for micro-industry, what will
happen in 50 years when everyone has that product. This is one
reason micro-industry is not sustainable in the Bhutanese
context."
This comment reveals the mindset of many Bhutanese and professional
practitioners. It is clear there is not a strong understanding of
urbanization and economic development - economic growth is magical
in a sense as value is continuously created in vital markets. Although
the National Schools have had measurable success in execution, they
are bound to a feeble local construction industry. The lack of
investment in local industry, technology, labor and materials leaves
the construction dependent on imports and manual labor. There is no
Figure 3.30. Bamboo Woven
Figure 3.31. Bamboo and Wood
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pre-cut stone, pre-manufactured windows are more costly than the
manual labor and raw materials, and there are few mechanized practices
to attract a skilled national labor force. These constraints implicate
sub-quality outcomes typical with unskilled labor, and these practices
have substantial material wasted on-site - including valuable timber.
Without the presence of a vital and sustainable construction industry
the School Planning and Building Division has sought, with its own
resources, to research pre-manufacturing and pre-fabrication. But there
is an assumption that the national demand is not high enough for a
local micro-fabrication industry make it feasible. Yet this is may not
be the conclusion that the national schools team reach as they are
commanded to deliver hundreds of classrooms nationally in the next
5-year plan. The National Technical Training Authority (NITA), The
National Commission for Cultural Affairs (NCCA) and the Standard
Quality Control Division (SQCD) research has concluded that pre-
fabricated and standardized components installed by a trained labor
force achieve a higher standard of product, with lower overall cost,
due to the time saved by having a centralized knowledge base and the
more efficient use of raw materials. The NITA are confident that a
local micro-industry would stimulate the national economy through
local investment and generate national employment.
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A considerable challenge to local industry still remains the products
are produced more cheaply in India. This undermines the potential
for micro-industries to compete in the local economy and increases
investment risk. Yet the slow dependency on these products over the
past forty years hinders innovation to solve formable obstacles through
the use of available resources, tools and knowledge through improved
practices and a vital local economy.
Future Directions
The directions suggested for Bhutan are grounded in exploring
different options based on choice and not determinants. The
suggestions also reflect that re-occurring and supportive vision
statements are effective in Bhutan when rooted in the historic cultural
values. The principles are purposeful and carry greater implication
than performance targets. They also allow for change with adjustments
and not a rethinking of the foundation of the goals.
It is also apparent that Bhutan will soon be overwhelmed with building
that compromises quality at many levels of practice unless action is
taken to develop an innovative and constructive housing industry. As
a response to this prognosis, three precedents provide reflection in
the American context where organizations have had a long-term impact
on the pedagogy, practice, private market and building technologies in
housing. Each case is from a different time period, of varied
organizational type and aims at different income housing markets. The
one thing they have in common is that they are private organizations
that have been financially self-sufficient (for profit and non-profit).
These precedents are later used to support the proposed Housing
Research Institute that resulted from the thesis.
Guiding Principles of Practice
The Guiding Principles are actions appropriate for the existing
governance framework but need to be the start of a dialogue to
formulate the foundation of the proposed Housing Research Institute
inBhutan. Included in the principles are examples to illustrate directions
that can be pursued.
Use What You Have
Utilizing local resources is an ideal for environmental practices.
Pollution and energy consumption are reduced with a minimum
transportation. A rich variety of natural resources could be celebrated
in the urbanism rather than exploited by development. The use of
local materials is one of the distinguishing features of the traditional
Bhutanese house. Bhutan also has unique modern characteristics that
inspire industrial development. The two most distinguished are the
river systems that flow down from the Himalayas and the investment
of hydroelectric power.
Masonry construction from local stone is one of the most cost-effective
construction types. The reason given for why this construction type is
not used more frequently is that the stones are cut on site by manual Figure 3.32
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labor resulting in lengthy construction schedules. What if the stones
were pre-cut at the quarry by water jet precision cutters and delivered
to the site ready to assemble? The water jet celebrates the water and
electrical resources of Bhutan while the manual imported labor and
construction time costs are substantially reduced.
The use of local materials, tools and knowledge is thought of as a
tradition often threatened by development. Using local resources will
inspire innovation and insight on how to best manage local resources.
This will not occur without research to provide extensive knowledge
of the local inputs and practice context. One example of such a practice
would be to investigate the other species of timber available that could
be used for non-structural pre-manufactured components. This practice
would be an investment in a local micro-industry and engineered wood
products to improve the integrity of the material. To further the
productivity of the industry it would sell their by-product to another
manufacturer as an input. Lastly, such a practice has the potential to
reduce the housing delivery time through standardized products as
seen in the component aspect of the Pre-Fabricated House, Case Study
No.3.
Another material worth exploring is bamboo as extensive research
has been done on its material potential in building components. Many
of the homes in Bhutan use wood products in the interior, such as
flooring, wall paneling and cabinetry. Most appropriate for Bhutan
could be the interior product of boo ply (or bam wood) used for
wood flooring, paneling and furniture making. There is a vast amount
of information available on the manufacturing and the specifications
for this product.
Insulation products are an innovation on the Bhutanese house that
would offer the most comprehensive gain. It is a cold climate and fuel
is used excessively for heating. It also serves as a sound barrier for
rental units. The policy incentive and subsidy of electric heaters is a
'band aid' approach that does not align with sustainable development
practices as it is fuel substitution not a fuel reduction. Insulation is
also a building product that has measurable gains to the life-cycle costs
of a building and is a passive design practice. As the Department of
Forestry is keen to reduce the use of wood for fuel they are an essential
research partner and potential investor for this product.
One of the key mission principles for urban Bhutan would
be to reflect the Bhutanese knowledge, tools and materials
in the building. As the Bhutanese embrace the challenge
of making their cities, itwill slowly reflect the maker. The
maker has historically been most familiar with local
resources and, understanding of those resources. has
insights of culture accentuated by expertise of professional
practice.
Get Information and Get it Out
As the RGB seeks to have more private sector development, the
government can assume a position as an information provider.
Leadership and sound information can overcome many of the
insecurities that inhibit private investment in the local economy.
Information and data are key to correcting wrong assumptions. In the
American context, whole industries have been established to provide
information. This industry has been prosperous, sustainable and caters
to a continuously growing market. Successful communication also
comes from knowledge of the targeted audience. This will set
perimeters for appropriate media and information content that will
be best suited to synthesize the information.
One example of such practice is in 'Greening Portland's Affordable
Housing', where multiple sources of information are distributed at
different levels for different audiences. It begins with an overview as
to the guiding principles, the execution of those principles and targets
that are anticipated. The information is broken into six categories
with sixty-six strategies. "Each strategy indicates whether or not it is it
is a Threshold or Voluntary. If it is a Threshold strategy, it is required"
and the Voluntary strategies are suggested best practices." This is
followed by three simple bullets of Why, How, and Cost. The strategies
have simple diagrams and images to illustrate the concept. This allows
people to clearly understand the purpose, how to implement the
strategy and the targets. Each category concludes with a list of resources
and venders available to achieve the goals.
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In addition to information, the dialogues and communication links
between the bottom and the top can be made more fluid and direct.
Corporate and public governance literature has a vast amount of
findings on how different organizational practices have been successful
and employed very different models to cater to their management
cultures. One element that is consistent in the literature is the need for
constructive feedback to all management and decision making levels
from both internal sources and external sources. Businesses that have
been able to sustain during periods of great industry change have
been those that have the greatest connectivity to their client base as a
feedback source. With this information at their immediate disposal
they are able to respond quickly in a changing market. Corporate
government models may be an interesting place to identify precedent
for management research.
As the government begins to advocate the use of local materials,
building from traditional methods, and practice environmentally
sustainable design, the pedagogy or the academic environment in which
architects and professionals receive their training should take the same
position. Some of the upper-management find they now have enough
technical expertise but they lack the ability to use that technical
knowledge to craft the expressions of the contemporary Bhutanese.
This approach of knowledge based resource alignment will facilitate
the desired outcome. Itwill also offer diverse points-of-view that will
be revealed in discussions and potentially flourish to inform the
Bhutanized perspective and building practice.
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Last, Information and knowledge exchange should continue into the
professional practice. As many of the current professionals are recent
graduates they lack needed professional experience in management
practices and alternative project implementation processes. A
professional exchange program with international firms that share the
same ideology and professional goals can be persuading. This would
allow for an environment that nurtures experience, best international
precedent and a continuous flow of cultural exchanges among a
community of practice. As Bhutan is a magical place, I imagine
distinguished professionals in practice would be enthusiastic to engage
in such an exchange. Places to identify that have aligned interests are
Finland - for their progress in engineered wood products,Japan- for
the innovation of traditional practices and materials, America - for
progress in seismic and slope design construction, and Denmark -
for their position of innovative and equitable housing.
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Placing a priority on information and knowledge
collection, dissemination, and exchange can be the second
mission principle in an urban vision.
Focus on Incentives and
Voluntary Regulations
Zoning and Regulation do not
work as well as the voluntary
controls of public opinion. Amos
Rappoport terms this Technical
order v.Moral Order. Rappoport
describes the making of a city as
a collaborative process by many
people over many generations
and that this practice implies the
acceptance of authority, trust,
and a shared vocabulary" The
engagement of these foundations
is the starting point for exploring
new practices, assessing reflective
practice and innovative standards.
This notion of cooperative planning is shared in the 'Greening
Portland's Affordable Housing' as the resource guide mandates a few
'Threshold' strategies, but suggests numerous 'Voluntary' strategies.
This document also prioritizes the cost incentives associated with the
strategy, as that is often the determinant for choice in the construction
process. The regulatory approach of the greening practices is based
on the notion that change will be voluntary if financial incentives exist.
Bhutan has also begun to see the benefits of this approach as they
implement the 'Green Light' permitting regulation. This is a fast track
permitting process offered to building proposals that use a local master
craftsman, employ traditional materials and meet the site planning and
electrical planning regulations. The outcomes of this regulation have
yet to be observed as the regulation is just being implemented.
The motto "reduce, reuse and recycle" has been circulating in green
management literature for decades. Only recently has enough research
and development been taken in mature urban economies to illustrate
the cost benefits and a palette of available resources and venders for
all phases of construction and deconstruction.
Voluntary regulations is the approach for building in the
historic context of Bhutan and can guide the third urban
vision principle.
Participation and Partnerships
The RGB has established many partnerships with development
agencies but few with private organizations. As a general direction,
the RGB should embrace the private sector as a partner in development.
It has been shown that relationships that are complementary and Figure 3.34. Newly CompletedTraditional Construction
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collaborative can dissipate assumptions, offer rapid feedback and avoid
costly mistakes. Partnerships offer insight to areas outside ones
jurisdiction or knowledge base. Practitioners find that the government
engineers are set in their way and it is the contractors who are much
more willing to experiment with materials, methods and process. If
this so, then it would be interesting place for the RGB to provide
financial incentives that targets those most ready to produce results.
Public participation is critical to achieve the aims of development.
Public collaborations allow the communities to assume ownership of
the development and maximize the program utility because it is driven
by direct desires and needs. It also makes all the stakeholders aware of
the others position, priorities, and compromises. International
development agencies have begun in-depth research which is showing
participatory planning ensures more livable communities as it builds
social capital as the foundation for housing capital
Collaboration can be the fourth principle of the Urban
Vision.
P reced ents:
Successful Initiatives by Organizations
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There has been a history of such institutions in the American context
that nurtures young and mature housing industries and building
innovations since the turn of the nineteenth century. The following
are three precedents with different organizational and funding
structures that have been effective at a local scale to implement
successful housing models and inspired architects for future
generations. They are as follows: 1) Case Study Housing Program, 2)
Sears Roebuck & Company's Packaged Home, and 3) The Rural Studio.
The cases are also selected to demonstrate the wide variety in public,
private, and institutional objectives that have resulted in similar
contributions to the improvement, research, knowledge and innovation
in the housing industry. Below is a brief summary of each precedent
that describes the intent of the case studies, the type of organization
or institution, the institution's specific role in building the houses, the
result of the projects, and ends with a comment on the continuity of
the research in practice. All the research collected for each precedent
has come from internet searches to impart that one does not have to
be at a larger research institution to have access to this information
and body of the works.
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Sears Roebuck & Company Packaged Home
(1908 - 1940)
As Sears Roebuck & Company had been a trusted corporation of
American values and the market needs of the everyday resident, it was
one of the most trusted manufactures and service providers in
American history. From 1908 to 1940 some 100,000 people purchased
their ready-to-assemble homes from Sears mail order. Over 450 models
were designed and sold by Sears through a catalogue that included a
description, a picture, floor plans, prices. The Sears Roebuck &
Company is a private, for-profit national corporation who sells a vast
number of services and products including clothing and cars, and today
is ranked no. 32 as one of the Fortune 500 corporations." Models
were designed for different locations and regions based on available
resources and labor and of varying prices and sizes. What most
distinguished the housing is that they had a heightened awareness of
style and the historic American vernacular. They aimed to fulfill notions
with in the buyer of the 'American Dream' and the expressions of the
region by which the homebuilders decided to build their homes.
From 1908-1940,Sears sold kit homes from the pages of their
catalogs.You could pick out a house likeyou'd pick out a corset.
Find a size that fits - but not too tight - and choose a style
that suits your personal needs. Something with a little growing
room is nice, but you have to staywithin your budget. Next, fill
out the order form and then send Sears a check and your corset
or house would soon be on its way to you.
Sears Homes arrived by boxcar, typically in 30,000 pieces, all
numbered and marked for easyassembly.Nails, paint, shingles,
windows and hardware arrived, along with a 70-plus-page
booklet that told you how to put it all together. Everything you
needed to build a house was there. Sears even threw in two
trees for the front yard.Plaster,plumbing and heating equipment
was not furnished, sincepersonal tastes varied so much on those
items, but, of course, they could be purchased separately.
Selling [and financing] homes from a catalog was a great idea
but the Great Depression brought the Sears Modern Homes
program down. Foreclosing on familiesand the empty deserted
Sears Homes they left behind was not good PR for Sears. In
1940, the department closed forever."
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Figure 3.34 - 3.35 Are the current
condition of the original Sears
Premanufactured Houses. top
Figure 3.36 - 3.37 Are the original
Catalogue Adds and Information
Sheets. bottom
Sears' role in modern housing delivery set the path for pre-designed
and prefabricated housing delivery. The mail order housing was built
on the tradition of self built housing, yet provided the opportunity
for new technologies that improved housing conditions. The house
designs themselves did not aspire to explore new paradigms for living,
but reduce the costs, liability and risks associated with custom designed
housing. The concept of build-it-yourself, housing-by-mail was
profoundly innovative in the early part of the twentieth century. Today,
prefabricated housing continues in American, Canadian,]apanese and
European markets as a robust and growing industry. One-hundred
years after the introduction of mass-consumer pre-designed and pre-
manufacture housing, Global Information Corporations reports
prefabricated housing in America is expected to grow to a $20 billion
dollar market demand by 200531 •
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Case Study Housing Program
(1945-1966)
The case study houses were a self-organized movement that emerged
from the architectural and art community in Southern California in
the mid-twentieth century that aspired to demonstrate new ways of
living by building. It was a privately funded initiative that connected
homebuilders interested in being involved with the future of housing
to the leading young architects that had innovative ideas for architectural
design, materials, site design and construction specifications. As the
program's initiator was the Arts & Architecture editor, each case was
published and featured in the influential periodical, This offered young
architects exposure, illustrated changing concepts for housing, and
demonstrated the innovations made to housing construction. Although
the research experiment life span was only 20 years, the Case Study
House program established the architecture style and construction
practices in Los Angeles to present day.The following brief summarizes
the impacts of the program on architectural practice for the promotion
of the recently published Case Stucfy Houses: The Complete CSH Program
published by Taschen.
Archspace:
The Case Study House program, initiated in 1945 in Los Angeles,
remains one of America's most significant contributions to
architecture at mid-century. The motivating force behind the
program was John Entenza, a champion of modernism and
editor of the avant-garde monthly magazine Arts &Architecture.
Entenza envisioned the Case Study effort as a way to offer the
public and the building industry models for low-cost housing
in the modern idiom, foreseeing the coming building boom as
inevitable in the wake of the drastic housing shortages during
the depression and war years. Using the magazine as a vehicle,
Entenza's goal was to enable architects to design and build low-
cost modern houses for actual clients, using donated materials
from industry and manufacturers, and to extensively publish
and publicize their efforts.
Figure 3.38 Case Study House #7
(1945-48) Architect: Thornton Abell
above
Figure 3.39 Plan, Case Study House
# 9 (1945-49) Architects: Charles
Eames and Eero Saarinen bottom
leb
Figure 3.40 Case Study House # 9
(1945-49) Architects: Charles
Eames and Eero Saarinen below
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The Rural Studio
(1993 - Current)
The Rural Studio was established in 1993 at the Auburn University,
College of Architecture Design and Construction through the
leadership of the faculty and architects Samuel Mockbee (December
23, 1944 - December 30, 2001) and Dennis K. Ruth. The studio is an
ongoing architectural studio that aims to improve living conditions in
rural Alabama and include building in context-based situations as part
of architectural pedagogy. The studio has established relationships
and trust amongst the communities that they have worked with and
have an impressive list of built projects. As part of the studio's goals
the thesis students find the funding, resources, and client for their
projects, and design and build them, alone or in small groups. To date
the Rural Studio has built five houses and twelve community facilities
with more under construction.
The mission of the Rural Studio is to enable each participating
student to cross the threshold of misconceived opinions to
create/ design/build and to allow students to put their
educational values to work as citizens of a community. The
Rural Studio seeks solutions to the needs of the community
within the community's own context, not from outside it.
Abstract ideas based upon knowledge and study are transformed
into workable solutions forged by real human contact, personal
realization, and a gained appreciation for the culture."
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The studio builds both housing and community facilities in the south
to improve the capacity and resources of the rural poor. The students/
designers work together with the residents to build the housing and
compose the local resources and knowledge needed to construct the
housing. The project has been received with enormous praise in the
participatory planning, architectural and education as hands-on-
building. In addition, the work circulates in national museum
exhibitions, lectures and has set a new precedent for architectural
education. The Rural Studio depends heavily on extramural and
philanthropic funding, including grants and gifts. Even with the recent
death of Mr. Mockbee's, the principles established through the past
eight years have produced a "sustainable infrastructure, which will
insure that the Rural Studio continues its important educational/
community service work. Architecture students and Outreach students
will continue to be led by a creative faculty in the production of
sustainable housing and community projects,"?' In the memory of
Mr. Mockbee the Rural Studio offered these words,
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"What we have done for ourselves alone dies with us; we have
done for others and the world remains and is immortal."
-Albert Pike
Figure 3.41 Lewis House top left
Figure 3.42 Bryant House top left
Figure 3.43 Corregated Iron Pod
middle
Figure 3.44 Yancy Chapel bottom
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End Notes
1 Assumes four persons per household
2 Forestry Department Interview
3 Contractors estimate based on site management observations.
4 Christopher Charles Benninger Architects, Preliminary Final Draft Structural Plan Thimphu, Bhutan, January 2002
5 The Ministry of Communication is headed by a Deputy Minister who is invited to contribute to the discussion, however
does not have voting power on the Council of Ministers.
6 RGB published housing standards for this Class of housing III and IV are I bedroom units.
7 The construction industry is the largest employer of this labor force, including the imported labor for the hydrology and
civil construction projects largely funded by the India Government.
8 The Government is the primary commissioner of construction in roads, infrastructure and buildings.
9 This tradition is important enough to Bhutanese culture to make it into the National curriculum
10 The National Assembly passed a regulation that limited the number of importeded labor with the objective to introduce
more Bhutanese into the labor market.
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II Mathou, Thierry, pg. 254
12 Even though the World Bank, DINIDA, UNDP, and the ADB have become active with the built environment, there
funding and expertise is usually limited to specific topics such as infrastructure, health care facilities, schools, or low-
income housing.
13 Chhent Pon said in a recent conversation when discussing the training of performers for the Cambodian tradition
of Speaking Theater,
14 The Indian Laborer recieves 40nu per day and the minimum wage for a Bhutanese is 100nu per day.
15 DUDH finding at Changiji construction site and the choice to add foe wood details.
16 Find footnote.
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17 Housing with no service is a point source pollution for stormwater management.
18 This is actually established in the practice to award bid set by the RGB Financial Manual
19 A Director of a RGB Department.
20 The initiatives by international agencies that were noted by the Bhutanese practitioners as successful partnerships were
the Asian Development Bank in local investment development and their role in the formulation of the Construction
Development Board, Daninda for low-income housing, the World Bank in the National School's on-going development,
and the United Nations for technical support.
21 See definitions at the end of Chapter I
22 For example the Pension Fund is only available to government employees and large corporations.
23 DUDH, Property Owner and Contractor discussions had answers that ranged from 4% - 7%
24 long-term savings account was approx. I I% as noted by the Pension Board
25 "Bhutan has shown a capacity to assimilate innovations, which are not harmful to its traditions, and to transform them
into something consistent with the local system of values, which eventually becomes distinctively Bhutanese.", Theirry
Mathou (please see definitions in Chapter I for full description)
26 DUDH, Traditional Architectural Guidelines. Pg. iii
27 Page 6
28 Rapoport, House Form pg 6
29 http://www.fortune.com/lists/F500/snap_1197.html
30Thornton, Rose, A gallery of Sears and Roebuck Kit Homes, 2001 http://www.oldhousechronicle.com/archives/vo103/
issue 17/articles/sears homes.html
31Prefabricated Housing, Pub Time: 2001/08 http://www.the-infoshop.com/study/fd8129yrefabricated.html
32 http://www.arch.aubum.edu/ruralstudioIHTML/html%20index.htm
33http://www.arch.auburn. edu/ruralstudio/
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Chapter 4
The Housing Research
Institute of Bhutan
Even with the most severe physical constraints and limited technology man has
built in a way so diverse that they be attributed only to choice which involves
cultural values.
- Amos Rappoport, House Form and Culture
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Section 1: Goals and Agenda
An Urban Bhutan Livability Vision, formulated in partnership by the
Thimphu residents and the Royal Government of Bhutan, is a
necessary first step to "Quality" urbanism. A clear vision statement
shared by the people has guided the Bhutanese through many
transitions throughout their rich and ever changing history. Yet, visions
are ineffective in guiding decisions if people are not convinced the
goals are attainable nor informed of the vision's targets. The belief
that Gross National Happiness (GNH) is attainable has been a
remarkable inspiration to the people of Bhutan and a development
role model to the international community. One premise of the
hypothesis is that traditionally built housing practice is guided by the
essential elements established through consensus building - in this
case GNH.
The vision statement is inherent from the four suggested guiding
principles suggested: use of local resources, information connectivity,
'reduce, reuse and recycle', and collaborative organizations. These
guiding principles are intended to spark discussion that can lead to the
formulation of an urban vision as instrumental for the urban
development as Gross National Happiness has been for the greater
country. Once formulated it would act as the mission statement for
the proposed Housing Research Institute. As my colleagues in Bhutan
are far more capable to undertake this task I only offer the following
as the end to the thesis.
Urban Bhutan Livability Vision,
Urban Bhutan strives to the highest quality attainable through
the expressive practices of the residents that make it. Livability
is achieved through the continual investigation of local resources,
knowledge connectivity, 'reduce, reuse and recycle', and
collaborative partnerships. The cornerstones of Gross National
Happiness will continue to guide and inspire the flourishing
urbanism unique to Bhutan.
Proposal
As Bhutan prioritizes the expression of its cultural past and present rather than merely producing an
urbanism that is the consequence of uncontrolled development, the opportunity is ripe to embrace the
challenges apparent in the construction and housing industry. After the analysis of the five case study
buildings and the discussions with stakeholders in Bhutan, this thesis concludes by proposing the
establishment of a research institute as a means to achieve the objectives of the Gross National Happiness
and to improve housing standards. The institute will act as a conduit for the convergence of information
and priorities between industry, contractors, government agencies and the public.
The Housing Research Institute of Bhutan (HRI) will be guided by four core functions:
I. To Collect and Disseminate Information for housing design and development practitioners
and further research on housing and construction, information and data collection for building
industry stakeholders.
II. To Promote Knowledge through ongoing professional, academic and industrial international
exchange programs.
III. To Conduct Research in Five Areas of Interest:
1. Planning, Design and Specifications
2. Supervision and Management, for design, construction and maintenance
3. Tools, to improve construction integrity and labor efficiency
4. Materials and Construction, focused on local resources
5. Regulation and Policy, for design, housing, land and financing.
IV: To Evaluate Housing Development Proposals, building practices and outcomes to assess
"Quality" based on the qualitative and quantitative targets. Critical to this function is the
continual feedback from residents, government officers, professionals and industry.
The organization would essentially be the brain of the housing industry. The HRIB's first function will be
to establish an institution for a convergence of knowledge and source of best practice. Key steps in
establishing the new institutions will be as follows:
• Thefirst stepswould be to implement the information infrastructure for exchange of ideas among
the various stakeholders. Through these early initiatives the institute demonstrates in practice the
inclusive processes it advocates. As the primary mission of the institute is research and
collaboration, the only way to test concepts is to regularly build housing prototypes. This
methodology is based on the idea that effective research in building technologies cannot be
achieved through policy and information dissemination alone.'
• The secondstep in the establishment of the institute will be to initiate a program of building model
housing and neighborhood projects for testing and evaluation. The use of models would provide
tangible examples of the kind of best practices the institute would like to encourage; as well as
to test and validate assumptions.
• Conmrrentwith this effort will be the articulation of discrete topics to pursue in-depth research.
The five areas of interest identified above are recommended as initial categories.
• Finalfy) exchange programs with international institutions, organizations, industries and
communities of practice of complementary interests will stimulate conversation and knowledge
exchange.
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The central conclusion of the building industry research in Bhutan is there is a profound challenge to
revealing the inherited body of assumptions used to make decisions. As standards and practices are ever
changing, the second research methodology of HRIB will be to deconstruct the existing determinants and
uncover new opportunities to explore. In the context of the housing industry, improvements in practice do
not occur without research that builds role models to heighten awareness and reduce financial risk.
The following section outlines the essential elements of the Housing Research Institute proposal. It begins
with descriptions of the four core functions, the organizational structure, the role of model projects
methodology and initial thoughts for the institution's guiding principles. The thesis concludes in an urban
vision statement that is formulated by the four guiding principles that resulted from the expressed priorities
of the stakeholders. This vision ultimately came from discussions with the Bhutanese, yet the principles
need further development and insight from the local practitioners beyond the scope of the research. Once
the Urban Vision is agreed upon, it would become the foundation and mission statement for the Housing
Research Institute of Bhutan.
Core Functions
Collect and disseminate information
Establish Resources Center - This is the most pressing element to assemble. The institute will
establish a built environment resource library that complements the wealth of information
available in the National Library of Bhutan. As local practitioners, international agencies and
academic institutions in the last forty years have conducted many reports, workshops and
researches, the Institute will begin assembling a database of those endeavors. This will be an
ongoing service that will demand the participation and engagement of all participants. Yet, it is
the first initiative to demonstrate the benefits of interconnectivity among government agencies
and the private sectors.
The database will include briefs on projects undertaken in the country with basic information on
the authors, the time of study the affiliated institution and the location of original document.
The benefits of such a database will be immense. It will mitigate against redundant projects- ,
make transparent research findings that may be critical of existing policy that is not surfacing,
and foster future research to build on existing knowledge. It will also make practitioners aware
of workshops, information, and future directions of various jurisdictions. The resource will be
inclusive of many agencies and seek the participation of tpe Forestry Department, thq National
Commission for Cultural Affairs (NCCA) and the Entrepreneurial Promotion Center, the
Contractors Association Board or the Renewable Natural Resources.
Initiate Research by Invitation - This activity will prioritize research topics to better inform
government agencies and industry of building practices and products available elsewhere but not
familiar to the Bhatanese. Two important needs for research are 1) the NCCNs difficulties
integrating plumbing systems into rammed earth, adobe brick or stone masonry monastery
dormitories and 2) the development of insulation products to improve the thermal performance
of houses.
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For illustration, a research specification for plumbing systems could begin with an investigation
of technical literature, product research and specifications for vapor barriers. This will provide
insights on the best approaches to developing details for composite systems and identify products
that need development for application to the Bhutanese context. The latter would investigate
'green' product industries abroad. The findings of this research will inform the private micro-
industry investor of alternative manufacturing models that can be considered in Bhutan. Both
research investigations would make suggestions on how to regulate and design specifications that
would control how products are used in housing construction. The result of the research would
be to partner with the NCCA to implement the plumbing concepts into a construction project
and support the marketing of the insulation product into the market with clearly illustrated cost
benefits to the end users.
Distribute Information and Data - Distribution strategies will be a central component of the
Resource Center. This service will relieve many government agencies of the commitment to
provide information on a project-by-project basis. Over time the HRIB will have a rich database
to draw upon. Examples would include the distribution of manuals, pamphlets, technical
information, workshop schedules, exchange programs, research opportunities and access to
government databases such as those used by GIS. It is not the role of the institute to collect data
that is currently the responsibility of an agency such as land-surveying or cost-estimating
benchmarks. Yet, its role is to provide the information available to target groups and reach the
widest audiences. In assessing the competency of the HRIB, one of the performance factors will
be their ability to heighten awareness of agencies, organizations, business and residents. It would
also exhibit the commitment to the private sector as a supportive partner as the private sector is at
great risk when decision-making is based on (false) assumptions.
Promote Knowledge and Exchange
Outreach - The HRIB is a place for learning. The center will be an interpretive center that will have
continuous exhibitions of work in progress, findings and professional competitions. In addition,
the institution would participate in school activities or in the annual 'scout game' where all the
children gather to interactively learn the traditional arts, activities and knowledge. The institute's
programs will include outreach education programs, workshops and training seminars. Other
programs would include articles for the Center for Bhutan Studies and material testing for the
Standard Quality Control Division. It would be a central resource for people to come together,
gather information and heighten their awareness of the housing industry.
The link to the cultural past is a central theme as the research explores proposals for the future. In
many ways, the institute's programs to disseminate and collect local information are a community
interface service oriented to prioritize learning and promote the built environment as a medium
of expression.
International Partnerships - The institution will pursue partnerships and establish relationships
with the greater community of practitioners abroad. These relationships will offer reciprocal
exchanges of information and knowledge of technologies, management and other related
concerns. The exchange programs would hope to have participation from the National Technical
and Training Association, the Ministry of Education and Youth and other internal research
groups.
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Conduct Research in Five Areas of Interest:
Experience from architectural practices in hands-on building is an inclusive process that engenders the
notion of traditional continuity. Architects, planners and engineers reflect on built environments to improve
new practices and enhance old models. It is this engagement with the cultural past that allows one to
experiment with the future through the interaction of craftsmen and new professionals. Such a process of
education and training is seen to be mutually beneficial and informative.
The institute conceives of a sustainable urbanism guided by the highest quality attainable. This can be
achieved through a collaborative design practice that integrates the knowledge of residents, professionals,
government and industry leaders.
Use of local resources, information connectivity, 'reduce, reuse and recycle', and collaborative organizations
will be the guiding principles for the HRIB. The four guiding principles, discussed in other sections, focus
around five areas of interest. The first four areas are categories established by the Standard Quality Control
Division.
1. Planning, Design and Specifications
. 2. Supervision and Management, for design, construction and maintenance
3. Tools, to improve construction integrity and labor efficiency
4. Materials and Construction, focused on local resources
5. Regulation and Policy, for design, housing, land and financing.
In conjunction, these areas of research will continue to inform the evaluation criteria. - The
institute will set qualitative measures and quantitative targets to base performance of innovation, cost
benefits, survey community feedback and assess the interconnectivity of the industry and knowledge
to action.
Section 2: Management of the Institute
Organization
The Housing Research Institute would be an autonomous entity created by the Royal Government of
Bhutan. As their primary purpose is information, research, reflection and knowledge rather than policy,
guideline and regulation making, or monitoring. They would not assume political roles other than as advisors
: to decision-makers and project evaluation. The target .audiences are private-homebuilders, contractors,
professionals, government agencies, and organizations. As such, they would model the organization and
financial structure from non-profit and private institutions. The discussions with the various agencies
repeatedly attributed lack of capacity and internal ability to conduct research as a key barrier to their
effectiveness. The institution would fill this gap and strengthen the tissue among the various stakeholders
to position them as collaborators not opponents.
The management will be modeled from a decision-making process that is not focused on hierarchy, but
knowledge based. There will be a core group of researchers that are multi-disciplinary and knowledgeable
of the five areas of interest. The core team will also include a person knowledgeable in community
participation and organizational management as well as a person familiar with financial incentive modes to
nurture the micro-industries and real estate dynamics. The core group will self organize their leadership
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structure and ultimately make decisions of research, reports and allocation of resources based on consensus.
The research institute's focus is on the collaboration of multi-disciplinary elements as the best and most
effective practice in innovative research institutes around the world.
This 'think-tank' type environment will organize project groups from a collage of the residential community,
financial sector, landowners, contractors, workers, natural resource management, material sciences,
architecture, industrial design, engineering, education, planners and academics. The model housing projects
would also offer the Bhutanese practitioners an invaluable experience of professional mentoring from the
core professionals and the dynamics of the project teams. The synergy created from practitioners with vast
expertise, participants that come from different points of discipline, entrepreneurs and the young
professionals creates the critical mass of knowledge and experience for research and housing development.
The building projects will work in an integrated practice to include the input from project groups, the core
group, investigation on other research and resources and the feedback from outside participants. This
integration fosters connectivity of ideas to spill into other project groups or projects outside the scope of
the HRI. As a result of this process, the participants will take ownership of the ideas, the implementation
strategy and ensure favorable maintenance practices.
The project teams will alternate participants and expertise for different building projects. The role of the
research institute strategy is to formulate projects where the private and public sector benefit from the
work. As teams may change through the course of research projects, it is critical that each project team has
an articulated shared goal that can guide decisions and incorporate different participants at different stages
of the project, including maintenance and reflective observation research.
Funding
Funding for the institution would come from multiple sources. The sources would be government funds,
services rendered for research, national and international grant funds, and broker services. However, in the
long term, the institution will be primarily supported from the sale of model homes and design services
(discussed under model homes). The institution's ultimate goal is to be a self-financed institution with
minimal government funding to ensure that the public service programs including education and outreach
are not compromised. This will take careful planning and strategic management. As the institution's core
functions are service oriented, it will need to structure the funding accordingly. The primary source of
income generation, model homes, will generate income from the design service and broker components,
not including income generation from construction, manufacturing, financing, or development. The later
four services will come from private and government sector partners.
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The Housing Research Institute aims to foster the private sector in the development, construction and
micro-industries of housing. As such, one of the services offered is to act as a broker between private
industry and public and private funding, subsidies, grants and term conditions that optimize both parties'
financial objectives. An example of such a practice would be to act as an agent to the Pension Board. The
Institute would identify investment opportunities that match the risk, return, diversification and priority
for socially responsible local investment. Such investments may include the long-term finance of a housing-
neighborhood development, the investment in engineered wood product plants, financing in product
development in exchange for market shares, or even more innovative financing in the communication
infrastructure for database management and business-to- business communication. As the Pension Boards
long-term investment goals are more aligned with the private sectors affordability constraints this will be a
mutually beneficial relationship for both participants. Another example would be to identify international
funding to finance community centers or conservation for sites with a heritage landscape or structure. An
aspect of the service would be to advise local persons and organizations on how to compose proposals.
Another example of public-financing is seen in the example given in the efforts for the Forestry Department
to discourage the use of wood in the form of a tax-subsidy on imported electrical heaters or corrugated
iron roofs. This subsidy could be redirected to homeowners that install thermal insulation systems and
passive design components in the form of a tax credit. The insulation products could be produced locally
and hence the full extent of the subsidy would stay within the local economy. Financial incentives through
tax, subsidized capital costs, homeowner credits or buy back of by-product waste have been measurably
successful in other housing industry contexts.
The funding structure of the institution will be complex as it integrates with various agency agendas and
needs, responds to the local market, participates in the international research community and is a precedent
in itself for market based income generators. As the core functions and guiding principles settle through
the discussions with various stakeholders, the most appropriate financing approach will unfold. Yet it is
critical that the research institute is seen as much as a service with tremendous market value creation as a
center of knowledge and education.
Section 3: Example Projects and Research
The institute can evaluate projects and proposals based on simple performance model defined by the four
GNH principles. This will allow for debate amongst jurisdictions, illustrate the trade-offs, and. quickly
demonstrate the strengths, weakness and areas that need revision for a given proposal. It would facilitate
feedback as to which principles are compromised and offer an opportunity for alternative suggestions to
be made by the decision-makers. This performance model can be replicated where guiding principles have
been formulated to steer decisions. Below is an example of a scenario that uses the four target principles to
evaluate the strengths of a proposal.
The scenario only offers arguments for the proposals and how the outcome of the proposal can offer
insight to improve the current standards, management practice and utilization of resources. As the feedback
is far beyond my knowledge of Bhutanese decision-making, it is important that the feedback is given
within the same target areas with any additional comments added in the 'other' category. Lastly this model
can be used to evaluate the product of the proposal, to understand whether the goals of the project were
met. This is the same model used to evaluate the five case studies and illustrates how. evaluation reveals
lessons to apply to future practices.
Scenario Indicative of Housing Research Proposal
Proposal objectives for a Low-income Housing Development
The housing construction will use as many local materials as feasible. The project will form a partnership
with the Ministry of Trade to promote national entrepreneurs and foster local industries as it proposes
industries that are aligned with the housing goals 'Greening' approach can receive subsidized interest rates
to invest in the needed manufacturing equipment. The construction methods are within the Green Light
regulation permitting process as a local master carpenter will be the site manager partnered with a recently
graduated professional. The site planning and unit design will be determined from workshops that collaborate
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with potential residents to uncover their priorities and what design features, both traditional and modern
they covet.
Environmental preservation
Reduce transportation through the use of ready to hand materials. Transportation is very costly to
the RGB for road infrastructure and the polluting nature of vehicles. Redistribute some of these
sunk costs to subsidize local industry where financial exposure of a 15% interest rate is too
great.
Use adobe block construction. The project primary material of adobe block is a recyclable material
and offers better thermal performance than concrete; this will be a cost saving measure for the
household.
Economic Self-sufficiency
Re-use materials and employ skilled labor or the trainees of the NITA who will be looked upon
favorably in the bidding process.
Use engineered bamboo products for flooring material, doors and cabinetry to address one of the
primary concerns of low-income housing - the 'unfriendly' feel of poured-in-place concrete.
Good Governance
A collaborative process that includes all the stakeholders from the onset of the project has shown to
have more sustainable outcomes and mitigates against unforeseen costs and misguided
assumptions.
The project uses the Green Light regulation that lessens the burden of the regulating bodies.
Cultural promotion
Asa local craftsman will be the primary site manager and designer of many of the construction
details; both the architect and carpenter will learn and exchange knowledge on how to improve
specifications.
Producers can glean new resources, tools, and knowledge by self-consciously reflecting on their
practice in the collaboration
A research grant will be awarded to subsidize costs of professionals or practitioners that identify
potential insulation products that are non-toxic aad can be installed at low-costs,
Insight in Practice
The low-income housing project will improve the continuity of traditional management practices
and knowledge through hands-on interaction between the traditional and the modern
practitioner.
As both will exchange ideas, standards for specifications both old and new will be synthesized and
potentially improve on the patterns of existing standards.
And this project's main objective is to maximize the use of local knowledge, resources and tools
including the input by the residents, local industry and potential contractors.
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Pre-Designed Houses
As Bhutan continues to establish agencies and foster private organizations, the Housing Institute is a first
step in establishing fruitful public-private partnerships. The model housing and neighborhood projects
are the heart of the institution and would be inclusive of public and privately funded developments. The
building projects are central to the research methodology and are a key service to generate financial
stability for the institution. Prototypes in the early stages must build confidence among investors and
homeowners. The housing must be sensitive to the local market and, as such, a parameter to the research
design of the majority of the building and neighborhood models will focus on market rate housing.
The research institute also aims at establishing a progressive and efficient housing market. As a first step,
the institute will develop a series of housing models with varying cost, program, material, amenity and
unit number options. The design will be ready-to-build. The model housing designs will meet all regulations,
traditional guidelines, costs performances and suggested maintenance plans. The one element that will
need further consideration is site services and foundation-retaining wall design. These pre-designed models
will be sold to single-homebuilders, be ready for permitting and include a list of vendors, contractors and
other service providers that comply to the cost performances, specifications and liability for construction
integrity suggested in the design. These designs offer three benefits to the private housing market: 1)
They reduce the burden on the regulating authority, 2) the design ensures integrity in the construction
specifications, and 3) it ensures a more secure relationship between builder and owner as venders. are
recommended based on reputation and compliance. As current architectural fees are as low as .10/0' of
construction cost for the design alone, this service is more comprehensive and can achieve economies to
scale - each house is not a custom design. The model designs will also continue to improve b~sed on
customer feedback and offer more value to the customer. With the compliance performances, the service
may command higher percentage fees.
Demonstration Projects
The private or public real estate development market that is on the verge of emerging is the area where
the most explorative research has an opportunity to grow/develop. In Bhutan, the notion of a housing
industry is recent with a path set for opportunities. As the demonstration projects focus on the construction
of sizable quantities of housing units and have an urban design component, there is a unique opportunity
to explore building technologies and take more substantial risks at the component and neighborhood
design scale. As the Housing Research Institute does not have a bias toward low-income or high-income
housing, there is an opportunity for mixed-income planning. There is also a shared cost benefit to the
developer in long-term maintenance of the project for investing in various technologies early on in the
construction and design. The housing institute would take on the role in such projects as either the
principle designer of the development, the architectural designer, as an advisor for best practice, or a
partner to implement a technology. At whatever capacity is decided the most beneficial to the project
design, implementation and follow-up analysis, the HRI will conduct a comprehensive evaluation as an
advisor to the approvals board. This will be a standard government service on any building project over a
specified number of units or land areas.
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End Notes
) Fernandez, John, Discussions, May 9, 2002
2 This was done recently in a study on adobe brick materials.
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